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MSI DSEI’19 SPECIAL ISSUE / SSB Message

4 - September 2019

Our national defence industry, which was developed 
with the steps we have taken for the last 15 years, 
along with our national products that diminish our 

dependency to other countries are important pride stones 
for us. Turkey is now among the countries that can meet her 
defence requirements in a considerable scale.
We pursue our efforts to present and represent our 
defence industry which is continuously being developed and 
renovated, in international platforms. In this context, we will 
be attending to 20th DSEI International Defence and Security 
Exhibition, one of the major defence exhibitions of the world, 
with 39 companies under the auspices of our Presidency.
The products and services of our defence industry will 
be presented in DSEI 2019 in which more than 1,600 
international companies and 35,000 visitors are expected to 
attend from more than 50 countries. During the exhibition, 
the promotion of armoured land platforms, manned and 
unmanned land and aerial platforms, naval systems, 
weapons systems, electronic systems, ammunition, 

simulators, military textile products, logistics support 
products will be realised. Besides, the Turkish Delegation 
will hold meetings with delegations from various participant 
countries, along with the hosting country’s delegations 
during the Exhibition.
Our cooperation level with respect to defence industry get 
deepens as close coordination and discussions are being 
realised with United Kingdom, hosting one of the biggest 
defence industry exhibitions of the world. Steps taken in 
our National Fighter (TF-X) Project paved the way for new 
cooperation areas with respect to system-sub-systems. We, 
as the Presidency of Defence Industries, establish platforms 
in which we follow these issues in more depth. We execute 
meetings with official delegations and representatives 
from local/foreign companies from the defence industry. 
We believe our cooperation with the United Kingdom which 
is based on the spirit of alliance, will continue to deepen 
and express my sincere hope that DSEI Exhibition will be 
beneficiary for all participants.

Turkish Defence Industry at 
DSEI 2019 with a Solid Presence
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İsmail DEMİR Ph. D.
Presidency of the Republic of Turkey
President of Defence Industries
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Defence and Security Equipment International (DSEI) 
is a biennial international exhibition of the latest 
equipment and technologies for the armed forces 

and other security agencies.  It is the world’s largest 
integrated defence and security exhibition. As in previous 
years, leading British and Turkish defence industry 
representatives will attend it.  I very much hope that the 
event is successful and helps our respective defence 
industries to develop their cooperation further.
We live in difficult times and Turkey has more than its fair 
share of challenges around its borders.  In that context, I 
am pleased that, in recent years, the UK and Turkey have 
succeeded in building mutual trust as friends and NATO 
allies and that our relations have gone from strength 
to strength.  The strength and breadth of our defence 
industry relationship reflects that close strategic 
bilateral relationship.
Numerous long standing partnerships and joint ventures 
between our companies have shown the mutual success 
of UK and Turkish defence industry cooperation. Our 
industries have proved they can work together in equal 
partnerships and this reinforces the respect and trust 
between our nations. The UK’s willingness jointly to 
develop new capabilities with Turkey, such as the future 
fighter aircraft, TF-X, underlines this further.
British-Turkish defence cooperation, of course, takes 
place in a much wider international context. As I’ve 
already mentioned, Turkey is an important NATO ally, 
with the second largest armed forces in the Alliance. Ever 
since its membership in 1952, Turkey has been one of 
the most important contributors to Europe’s defence and 
security. Its role in the Cold War, on the front line of NATO 
with a border with our potential adversary, the Soviet 
Union, was immense. We must never forget the quiet 
determination of Turkey to stand tall against our common 
Cold War foe during those years of great uncertainty.

We should also remember that Turkey continues to sit 
at the frontline of many of the big challenges the UK and 
indeed Europe face. Turkey is the last stable democracy 
before, heading south, one confronts the horrors of the 
civil war in Syria and the wider instability and uncertainty 
in Iraq, Iran and points further east.
Just as she did during the Cold War, Turkey is playing 
a huge role in protecting the security of European 
countries against today’s threats. Our cooperation against 
terrorism is vitally important. That is why I was pleased 
that during our former Home Secretary’s visit in July this 
year, he was able to sign a Declaration of Intent with his 
Turkish counterpart on strengthening our cooperation on 
countering terrorism and particularly dealing with foreign 
fighters. We are already seeing a significant reduction in 
the number of UK-linked extremists reaching Iraq and 
Syria through Turkey – thanks to information-sharing 
and Turkish action to identify and disrupt travellers. The 
Declaration of Intent will help further strengthen this 
cooperation.
Turkey of course continues to face other serious threats 
from different groups, including the PKK.  The UK and 
other European countries have proscribed the PKK as 
a terrorist organization. For its part, Turkey is a leading 
member of the international alliance against Daesh.
Turkey’s generosity in providing a safe haven for the 3.6 
million Syrian refugees and a further 500,000 refugees 
from Iraq, Afghanistan and Pakistan is an extraordinary 
act of solidarity towards the people concerned. It is also 
of immense benefit to Europe where, as we have seen, 
uncontrolled mass migration all too easily unsettles 
public opinion and governments.
Turkey and Britain are more than just NATO allies 
and strong bilateral partners, important though both 
those are. We are also both members of the G20, the 
Organisation for Security and Cooperation in Europe 

A Message 
from the British 
Ambassador 
to Turkey ©
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(OSCE) and the Council of Europe. The G20 was the 
most important organisation in coordinating the world’s 
response to the economic crisis of 2008. It retains a 
leading position in global economic governance. It is a 
validation of President Erdogan’s vision of international 
relations – the world is indeed much bigger than five.
The broader commercial relationship between Turkey 
and the UK is strong and extends well beyond our 
respective defence sectors.  Our bilateral trade has 
grown by over 50% since 2009 and is now worth over 
$20 billion each year.  The balance of trade is in 
Turkey’s favour to such an extent that the UK has 
become Turkey’s second biggest export market.  Britain 
is also the second largest net investor in Turkey.  We 
hope to continue to grow the volume of the overall trade 
between us while, at the same time, persuading Turkish 
businesses and consumers to buy more British goods 
and services!
Outside the defence sector, UK companies are engaging 
Turkish counterparts on satellite communications, 
financial services, energy, education and healthcare – to 
name just a few.
In addition to our current strong bilateral commercial 
links, we are working to promote collaboration in future 
between British and Turkish businesses in third markets, 
with a particular focus on Africa and the Middle East.  
We bring complementary skills and knowledge in these 
two regions.  Working together should generate new 
opportunities for Turkish and British companies.
I often get asked about Brexit and what this means for 
the UK/Turkey relationship.
Our newly appointed Prime Minister, Boris Johnson, 
has made it very clear that the UK must leave the EU by 
31 October. His and the government’s top priority over 
the coming weeks is to renegotiate a new, better deal 
that will maximise the opportunities for the UK. This 

will mean creating new partnerships with our European 
friends.  Of course, that also includes Turkey, where 
we will want to continue to develop and strengthen our 
close and productive relations.  But while the Prime 
Minister is confident that he can strike a new agreement 
with the EU in order to leave on the best terms, we must 
also prepare for the possibility of leaving the EU without 
a deal.  Candidly speaking, this becomes quite likely if 
Brussels continues to refuse any further negotiations 
on the terms of our withdrawal.  In the remaining days 
before the 31 October deadline, the government’s aim 
will be to ensure as little disruption as possible to our 
national life after Brexit.
In that context, a very important aim will be to also avoid 
disruption to our commercial relationship with Turkey.  
At the time of writing, we do not know what the terms of 
trade will be between us; much depends on the outcome 
of the negotiations between the UK and the EU between 
now and 31 October.
The British and Turkish governments started to 
prepare the ground for our commercial life after Brexit 
18 months ago.  We have established a Joint Trade 
Working Group, where officials are working to provide, 
in the short term, as much continuity as possible in our 
commercial activities after Brexit and, in the longer 
term, a way for us to grow our overall volume of trade, 
taking advantage of new opportunities.
All in all, I am very pleased by the commitment of 
the business sectors in both countries to continue to 
strengthen our partnership, mirroring the political 
commitment of the two governments.
The many British and Turkish companies that will 
interact at DSEI is testament to the fast-paced 
development of cooperation between our defence 
industries. I wish them - and indeed all those engaged 
in UK-Turkish trade - the very best of good fortune. 

Sir Dominick Chilcott KCMG
British Ambassador to Turkey
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The wide range of products and services offered by 
Turkish companies are seeing significant demand 
worldwide, and include aircraft and helicopter 

components; aircraft engines; armoured land vehicles; ships 
and patrol boats; missiles, rockets and launch platforms; 
small arms and ammunition; radios and command & control 
systems; simulators; digital systems, such as sensors and 
application software; logistic support products, such as field 
kitchens, field hospitals, clothing and uniforms; and services 
that include engineering and technology transfer, and 
modernisation and modification.
The products and services of the Turkish defence and 
aerospace sector are used by security and armed forces 
across a wide geographical range, from the United States 
to the European Union, the Middle East to Asia, and the 
Commonwealth of Independent States to the Far East, at the 
service of global security. Organised under the umbrella of 
the Defence and Aerospace Industry Exporters’ Association 
(SSI), our sector pioneers technologies through its qualified 
human resources, research institutes, R&D laboratories, 
SMEs and world-leading companies. Today, we see a country 
in Turkey that produces its own satellites, unmanned 
aerial vehicles, trainer aircraft, helicopters, infantry rifles, 
warships, armoured land vehicles, missile and rocket 
systems; that develops its own simulation and software 
solutions; that participates as a partner in international 
projects such as F-35 and A400M; that builds satellite 

production and testing centres; that constructs satellite 
launch bases; and that carries out its own 
projects for indigenous fighter jets and helicopters.
Turkey has been making one significant achievement after 
another in recent years, and is standing out as one of the 
countries with the fastest developing defence and aerospace 
sectors in the world. While the defence and aerospace sector 
in Turkey was confined to a very narrow area of activity 
15 years ago, it has today expanded into a broad range of 
different operations. Under the leadership of the Presidency 
of Defence Industries (SSB), Turkish defence companies are 
engaged in a wide range of projects, and are today rolling 
out products that compete in the global market against their 
rivals. Owing to their experience and quality, they are also 
assuming key roles in major international projects.
Today, five Turkish companies rank among the top 
100 defence companies in the world, and our goal is to 
raise this number to 10. And R&D is key to achieving this. 
Companies operating in Turkey’s leading techno-parks 
and the deeply-rooted companies in the sector are working 
together, and are combining their experience and technical 
infrastructure to attain breakthroughs in R&D. They continue 
to develop products and services that both 
appeal to and guide the international markets.
We are fully confident that the Turkish defence and 
aerospace sector is able to come up with the best solutions 
thanks to its innovative and be spoke designs.

Offering the Best Solutions through 
Innovative and Customized Designs
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Latif Aral ALİŞ
Chairman of the Board of Directors, Defence and 
Aerospace Industry Exporters’ Association
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Defence & Security Equipment International (DSEI) is 
a defence and security exhibition which integrates the 
aerospace, land, naval, security and joint domains, 

bringing together senior international trade and military 
experts from across the entire supply chain in an optimal 
business environment. DSEI is a biennial event held in 
London and will take place in the ExCeL centre from 
09-13 September 2019. It is fully supported by the UK 
Ministry of Defence, Armed Forces, and Department for 
International Trade, and has platinum partners in General 
Dynamics and BAE Systems.
DSEI connects governments, national armed forces, 
industry thought leaders and the global defence and security 
supply chain on an unrivalled scale. The event is curated to 
consistently support both the prime contractors as well as 
small and medium-sized enterprises while, crucially, giving 
UK exports a significant boost. On a rolling 10 year basis, the 
UK remains the second largest global defence exporter. In 
2017, it won defence and security orders worth £9 billion and 
£4.8 billion respectively, up on the previous year (£5.9 billion 
and £4.3 billion).
2019 marks the 20th year of DSEI, providing an ideal 
opportunity for reflection on two decades of development in 
the defence and security sectors. This year’s DSEI welcomes 
specialist Space and Manufacturing Hubs, providing 
dedicated platforms for state-of-the-art technologies and 
capabilities from emerging areas within the industry.
The debut of the Space Hub at DSEI 2019 will represent a 
unique opportunity for industry specialists, delegates and 
the MoD to look to the future and discuss the capabilities 
and challenges offered through the rapidly-growing 
space sector. The sector’s UK income currently stands at 
£14.8billion, and it looks set to increase its presence in 
the defence industry as next-generation technology and 
threats continue to emerge. The topic of space will also be 
explored as part of DSEI’s Aerospace Capability Conference 
supported by the Ministry of Defence.

Colin Paynter, Managing Director of Airbus Defence and 
Space UK, said: “We’re delighted to be returning to DSEI for 
the first time since 2015. The Space Hub will be the perfect 
showcase for our Skynet military satellite communications 
and Earth observation capabilities. We’re looking forward to 
demonstrating some of the sovereign technologies that sit at 
the heart of the UK’s world-leading space sector.”
Meanwhile, the Manufacturing Hub offers a dedicated 
platform for start-ups and SMEs to demonstrate emerging, 
forward-facing technologies and products to global 
militaries and industry. First-time exhibitors from outside 
of the traditional defence portfolio will use this platforms 
to forge new connections within defence and security, 
demonstrating how their innovative and unique technologies 
can benefit 21st century military and security operations. 
The Innovation Theatre within the Hub will allow for practical 
demonstrations of the latest developments on offer.
2019 will also launch the DSEI Supply Chain Network 
Programme, a buyer-led diary online appointment and 
concierge service allowing procurement attendees to meet 
with companies of key potential interest to them.
To mark its twentieth anniversary, the organisers of 
DSEI have also launched a podcast series titled “Defence 
and Security Debates”. The series includes four round 
table panel discussions with leading voices from the UK 
defence and security community, including: senior military, 
government officials, Defence Ministers, Members of 
Parliament and industry figureheads from DSEI’s core 
exhibitor base. 
The debates focus on four core themes: 
Defence Procurement, Cross Sector Exploitation, People 
and Skills, and Future Defence Capability. Led by DSEI 
Chairman, Rear Adm. Simon Williams, each episode the 
panel examines how these areas have developed in the two 
decades since DSEI was established, and current challenges 
and opportunities. The podcasts are available to download 
on the DSEI website.
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International Pavilions
DSEI welcomes exhibitors and attendees from around the 
globe. Many of these international participants feature 
among the event’s international pavilions, which this time 
represent regional expertise from some 46 countries. 
This will include a debut presence from Lithuania, 
Ukraine and Latvia.
The Turkish Pavilion has seen a significant increase in 
recent years and at DSEI 2019 will be measurably bigger, 
including 30 companies with a wide range of expertise. 
Turkey’s Artron, for example, specialises in building 
electronic safety and arming mechanisms, launcher 
electronic units and mission computers. The company is 
also engaged in the development of inertial measurement 
units, data link terminals, and image compression and 
processing systems.
Repkon, a Turkish provider of turn-key production plants 
for the metal forming sector, produce flowformed short-, 
medium- and long-range rocket bodies, in particular those 
with a diameter of 610mm, which it will be demonstrating 
at DSEI 2019.  Repkon will also demonstrate its aerospace 

industry products, such as turbine and motor hollow shafts 
for drive and transmission tubes, as well as control rods 
using its cold swaging technology.
Other companies featuring in the Turkish pavilion include 
ASFAT, FNSS, SAHA Istanbul, TUBİTAK BİLGEM and 
Uyar Holding. u
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DSEI to Develop 
Collaborations
MSI TDR: First and foremost, can 
you tell us about your targets 
concerning your participation at 
DSEI 2019?
Ahmet Hamdi ATALAY: We are 
planning to invite VIP delegations 
from the land, air and naval 

forces of different countries to 
our stand and to brief them about 
our products and solutions. What 
we want to do is come together 
with global defence companies 
and those with which we already 
cooperate internationally, and to 
assess opportunities for further 
cooperation. By taking HAVELSAN’s 

recognition to even higher levels 
in Europe, we aim to increase our 
contacts with our current partners.

MSI TDR: Which of your solutions 
will stand out at DSEI 2019?
Ahmet Hamdi ATALAY: The 
solutions that HAVELSAN 
will highlight during the DSEI 
exhibition will be showcased 
under three categories, being 
Command & Control and Combat 
Systems; Training and Simulation 
Technologies; and Homeland and 
Cyber Security Solutions.
As part of our Command & Control 
and Combat Systems, we will 
introduce our visitors to the DOOB 
(HARBİYE) Joint Command and 
Control System, the ATEŞKES 
Weapon Locator System and 
the KONUMBUL GPS protection 
system. Under the Training and 
Simulation Technologies category, 
we will showcase our Parachute 
Simulator, while in the Homeland 
and Cyber Security Solutions field, 
we will be demonstrating our 
solutions pertaining to the field 
of cybersecurity.

MSI TDR: What features make 
HAVELSAN’s solutions stand out 
in the foreign markets?
Ahmet Hamdi ATALAY: As 
HAVELSAN, there is a motto we 
commonly use: “We don’t build 
platforms; we add intelligence to 
them. ” Defence platforms may 
be integrated with a plethora of 
weapons and sensors; however, 
these platforms are only as 
intelligent and combat-effective 
as the command and control 
systems that they are equipped 
with. Command and control 
systems bring the intelligence to 
the nexus point between weapons 
and sensors, integrating them 
with one another and enabling 
them to act as a combat system. 
We, as Turkey’s largest software 
development centre, provide 
this intelligence through the 
software we develop, and the niche 
hardware on which these software 
run. You can find HAVELSAN’s 
signature on nearly 50 surface 
and submarine platforms of the 
Turkish Armed Forces, as well 
as on such air platforms as the 

Ahmet Hamdi Atalay, 
General Manager & CEO of 
HAVELSAN:
“We don’t build 
platforms; we add 
intelligence to them.”
HAVELSAN continues to serve its international 
users not only through its products and solutions, 
but also its collaborations. At DSEI 2019, the 
company is looking to showcase the latest 
developments in its products and solutions, while 
also aiming to bolster its collaborations. We had 
the opportunity to learn more about HAVELSAN’s 
activities overseas from Ahmet Hamdi Atalay, 
General Manager and CEO of HAVELSAN.
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Peace Eagle AEW or Maritime 
Reconnaissance, Patrol and 
Observation aircraft; on land, naval 
and air information management 
systems; and on many air, land and 
submarine simulators.
In parallel to the current changes 
in the nature of the battlefield and 
the technological advances we 
have witnessed, defence systems 
have become very complex. This, 
in turn, has expanded training 
requirements. We work with full 
awareness that training is the most 
important peacetime activity of 
our security forces. In line with the 
Turkish Armed Forces’ training 
hierarchy, which extends from 
individual training to strategic-
level training, we provide trainees 
with the necessary integrated 
simulation and training solutions 
that allow them to experience 
every aspect and function of 
the battlefield. The wide range 
of simulators and training 
technologies we have produced at 
HAVELSAN are exact reflections 
of real weapons and vehicle 
platforms.
The high-tech products we have 
been providing for years to the 
Turkish Armed Forces are also 
boosting HAVELSAN’s international 
reputation.
In foreign markets, and especially 

the armed forces of friendly and 
allied countries, we supply systems 
developed to the highest standards 
using modular and state-of-
the-art technologies. In doing 
so, we also open our technology 
to these countries in line with 
inter-governmental agreements 
and permits. This provides both 
parties with the opportunity to 
benefit from the markets they can 
access. Moreover, all user states 
can benefit from the advantage 
of having systems maintained 
by a very broad ecosystem, and 
supported by a common logistics 
system throughout their lifecycle.

MSI TDR: How is HAVELSAN 
conducting its business 
development and sales efforts 
outside Turkey?
Ahmet Hamdi ATALAY: Our 
business development and sales 
activities abroad are increasing 
with each passing year. We have 
modified the administrative 
organisational structure of our 
company, changing the title of 
“Vice President of Operations” 
to “Vice President of Operations 
and International Business 
Development”. We have also 
created a new Directorate 
of International Business 
Development under this Vice 

Presidency that incorporates 
Coordination Offices as well as 
regional/country managers. We 
have accelerated our efforts to 
open offices in countries with 
which we cooperate and in which 
we have a high current or potential 
business volume.
The regions and countries in 
which we prioritise our business 
development efforts are selected 
according to the international 
collaborations and policies that 
impact the sector, as well as other 
criteria that affect trade. Based 
on these assessments, we assign 
personnel to the regions and 
countries of highest importance. 
We also maintain constantly open 
communication channels with 
the relevant authorities of the 
countries in which we are engaged 
in active business development 
efforts. We continue relentlessly 
in our efforts to reach decision-
makers, the actors that influence 
them and the users to inform them 
of our products and solutions. 
As part of these communication 
activities, whose primary purpose 
is to increase recognition and 
awareness, we also make an 
analysis of requirements, which  
enables us to offer tailor-made 
solutions. The combination of the 
flexibility provided by HAVELSAN’s 

ADVENT is planned to be used in all command control systems that the Turkish Naval Forces will supply in the upcoming period.
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expert workforce, our high 
integration capabilities and our 
awareness of our target customer’s 
requirements allows us to offer 
solutions that are fine-tuned to 
specific needs. This makes us 
unique, and gives us a significant 
advantage in the field. In the 
transfer of these capabilities, we 
endeavour to cooperate as much 
as possible with local authorities 
and private enterprises in our 
target markets, since our goal is 
not merely to make a one-time 
sale. Part of our strategy is to 

contribute to the target countries 
through collaborations, as this 
allows us to maintain a lasting 
presence.
We believe that these activities will 
gain significant momentum with 
the visits that will be made by our 
President, our Minister of National 
Defence and our Minister of Foreign 
Affairs to brotherly countries in the 
target markets, and with the high-
level visits that will be performed by 
the said countries to Turkey.

MSI TDR: Are there any examples 

of such activities to date that you 
would like to share?
Ahmet Hamdi ATALAY: For 
example, our office in Muscat, 
Oman, opened for business on 
July 25, 2018. Following 
promotional activities, during 
which we came into contact with 
various customers, we have 
submitted offers with a total value 
of approximately $170 million in 
procurement tenders for defence, 
security, simulator and information 
systems. We believe that these 
tenders will come to a 

HAVELSAN also develops simulators for aircraft like Boeing 737-800NG

Maritime Patrol Aircraft are needed by the Naval Forces and Coast Guard Commands of every country, and HAVELSAN has proven solutions and a ready-to-use Command 
and Control Software in this field. 
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CES Advanced Composite will 
participate in DSEI 2019 ExCeL 
between 10-13 September 2019 in 
London. Come and see our latest 
ballistic protection solutions at 
Stage 1 Stand N7-460.

We will be showcasing various 
lightweight and innovative personal 
protection solutions, including 
combat helmets, ballistic protection 
vests, inserts and state of the art 
Bomb/EOD Search Suits. Besides, 
you will have a chance to see our 
platform survivability solutions, 
including add-on armours and spall 
liners. Our integrated composite 
protection systems with spall liners 
designed for wide spectrum of 
platforms, enhance survivability and 
mobility of vehicles. Our new  
STANAG 4569 Level-5 Armour 
Solution is tested and certified to 
accommodate threats in accordance 
with STANAG's testing protocol.  
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successful conclusion at the 
end of 2019 and in the first quarter 
of 2020. Our Oman office also 
allows us to keep track of 
business development activities in 
the United Arab Emirates (UAE). 
We had a significant participation 
at the NAVDEX exhibition held in 
Abu Dhabi on February 17–21, and 
at the GISEC19 exhibition held in 
Dubai on 1–3 April. We also signed 
cooperation agreements and 
memorandums of understanding 
with both Oman and UAE. This 
year, we want to show that our 
presence in Oman is long-lasting 
by establishing a company named 
“HAVELSAN Technology Oman” 
in Muscat. With this new move, 
we aim to follow a procurement 
approach that is based on 
technology transfer, and to 
thereby gain a competitive 
advantage.
After winning the strategic 
C4I System tender of the Oman 
Ministry of Defence in 2016 by 
competing with leading global 
companies and successfully 
delivering the system to the end 
user, we have also taken part in 

tenders and system procurement 
projects launched by such 
important customers as the 
Royal Guard of Oman, the 
Royal Omani Police and Muscat 
Municipality. 
By providing courses and 
training to a significant number 
of personnel from the Oman 
Ministry of Defence on the use 
and maintenance of the C4I 
system, we have given them 
the opportunity to experience 
directly the corporate culture of 
HAVELSAN, in which customer 
satisfaction is at the forefront. We 
have made significant progress 
in rendering the use of our C4I 
solution more widespread at both 
the tactical and operational levels. 
In this regard, I want to point out 
that we are in a very efficient and 
close cooperation with FNSS, 
and that we have attained a very 
good level of synergy together 
with them. I would like to express 
my sincere thanks to the FNSS 
managers and project team for 
this. We also believe that we will 
reap the fruits our labours aimed 
at expanding this system and 

acquiring additional capabilities at 
the beginning of 2020.

Adding Value to Platforms
MSI TDR: A significant proportion 
of your products become relevant 
when used in conjunction with 
the platforms, which is certainly 
the case for your combat 
management systems and 
your simulator solutions, for 
example. In this context, how do 
you contribute to the export and 
foreign collaborative activities of 
the platform manufacturers?
Ahmet Hamdi ATALAY:  It is 
not possible for air and land 
platform manufacturers and for 
naval platform builders to make 
a successful design without 
taking into account the Command 
and Control System and the 
components that make up the 
platform’s combat payload. If we 
consider each combat platform 
as whole, made up of different 
systems, a design cannot be 
viewed as successful if there 
is even a single system that is 
not compatible with the overall 
platform. As you may also know, 
the ADA (MİLGEM) class corvettes 
are a source of pride for our nation 
owing to their capabilities and 
performance in real operation 
environments. One of the main 
systems driving the success 
of these ships is undoubtedly 
the HAVELSAN developed and 
integrated Command and Control 
System. The configuration of the 
MİLGEM corvettes, for which 
ASFAT A.Ş. signed a construction 
contract with the Pakistan Navy 
last year, includes also the 
Command Control System and 
Ship Information Distribution 
System developed and integrated 
by HAVELSAN. Based on all this, 
I can say that we have provided 
considerable added value to the 
export and overseas collaborative 
efforts of our platform 
manufacturers, and that we have 
substantially enhanced their 
business potential.
As part of our relations with 
platform manufacturers, we are 
also aiming provide, at the time 
of the delivery of the platform 
to the user, training services for 

In foreign markets, and especially the armed forces of 
friendly and allied countries, we supply systems developed 
to the highest standards using modular and state-of-the-
art technologies. In doing so, we also open our technology 
to these countries in line with inter-governmental 
agreements and permits.
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the platform simulator. We have 
already achieved this with the 
ATAK helicopter simulator and 
the submarine simulator. At the 
same time, we are continuing our 
activities for the simulators of 
platforms such as HÜRKUŞ and 
GÖKBEY.

MSI TDR: What are you doing 
to market these products 
independently from the platform 
manufacturers?
Ahmet Hamdi ATALAY: We 
carry out the marketing of our 
systems independently of platform 
manufacturers by communicating 
directly with the procurement 
authority, which is the end user. As 
such, for platforms that will soon 
be manufactured or constructed, 
we explain to the procurement 
authorities the capabilities of our 
systems and products, highlighting 
what makes them superior to their 
rivals. Sometimes we adapt our 
systems and products in line with 
the requirements communicated 
to us by the procurement authority, 
and ensure that they are included 
in the platform configuration by the 
procurement authority.
The capabilities of combat 
platforms are intricately linked 

to how technologically advanced 
their systems are. For this reason, 
almost all military platforms 
are subjected to a mid-life 
modernisation after around 
15–20 years of service. In this 
context, for platforms that will 
undergo mid-life modernisation, 
we directly contact the 
procurement authority to discuss 
which of our systems and products 
will be needed, engaging in 
marketing activities to ensure 
that they are included in the 
configuration. 

MSI TDR: Looking from a 
broader perspective, do you see 
HAVELSAN’s future with regards 
to overseas activities more in joint 
activities to be conducted with 
platform manufacturers, or 
more in independent activities 
on your own?
Ahmet Hamdi ATALAY: I always 
view our joint activities with 
platform manufacturers as being 
important. We have many years 
of experience as well as strong 
collaborations in this area, and 
have taken part in many successful 
projects to date. One example I 
can give in this regard is the joint 
work we carry out with FNSS, and 

our works concerning the use of 
the DOOB C4I System on tactical 
armoured vehicles. We are also 
closely cooperating with 
Yonca-Onuk Shipyard in both 
Qatar and Oman.  We are 
continuing to work together on 
the integration of our Mini Combat 
Management System (CMS) 
solution on some of the boats that 
will be delivered.
Looking at the example of our 
cooperation with FNSS in Oman, 
we see that overseas cooperation 
with platform manufacturers 
enables us to reach end users 
with high value-added platform 
solutions. Taking this into account, 
it would be fair to say that acting 
together in foreign markets 
is a priority both for platform 
manufacturers and for 
HAVELSAN. The main issue we 
encounter in markets overseas, 
however, is that, to gain an 
advantage over our competitors 
that have been in these countries 
for 50–60 years, we first need 
to increase our recognition, to 
conduct high level visits and to 
position ourselves in the right 
place within the market. In this 
respect, I should emphasise that, 
in addition to cooperation with 

GÖKBEY’s simulator will also be developed by HAVELSAN
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platform manufacturers, focusing 
on potential customers is also 
important.

Products that 
Make a Difference
MSI TDR: HAVELSAN boasts 
a large product family. Which 
three products do you expect will 
attract the most attention and 
demand overseas in the coming 
period? For each one of these 
products, can you list the features 
that make them superior to 
their rivals?
Ahmet Hamdi ATALAY: HAVELSAN 
is engaged in production in many 
different areas with state-of-the-
art technologies, and has amassed 
a significant product range. For 
this reason, it is difficult to limit 
HAVELSAN to three products 
in this regard. We have certain 
products that we believe will be of 
high in demand in foreign markets. 
One such product, however, would 
be our ADVENT naval combat 
management system, which we 
developed together with Naval 
Forces Command and Research 
Centre Command to counter 
the threats of 21st century naval 
battles. Another product is 
HARBİYE DOOB, which can be 
used at strategic, tactical and 
operational levels. We believe 
that our skills in civil aviation 
simulators, as an area of intense 
competition, also grants us an 
important potential market.
Maritime Patrol Aircraft are 
needed by the Naval Forces and 
Coast Guard Commands of every 
country, and HAVELSAN has 
proven solutions and a ready-
to-use Command and Control 
Software in this field. Through 
our solutions, we have ensured 
that Turkey is streets ahead of 
many countries in this area. The 
Hezarfen Parachute Simulator is 
one of our most popular products 
in the international markets, 
being a cost-effective solution 
that can aid in the education of 
users and trainees on demand 
in a reproducible and safe 
environment, thereby increasing 
the level of planning and mission-
readiness. One of our principal 
advantages is our status as one 

of the few companies around the 
world that works in this field.
Developed by HAVELSAN and 
used to great effect by the Air 
Force Command, the Air Force 
Information System (HvBS) stands 
out as one of our most significant 
success stories, and the system 
has gained great popularity in 
foreign markets.
Our cybersecurity software 
and products; our ILETEE 
secure mobile communications 
platform; and our simulation and 
training solutions specific to such 
skills as parachuting, shooting 
and sniping, all of which reduce 
training costs while increasing 
effectiveness... All of these can be 
listed among the products that will 
assume an important role in how 
HAVELSAN positions itself in the 
markets abroad.

MSI TDR: Can you tell us about 
your short- and medium-term 
goals regarding these products?
Ahmet Hamdi ATALAY: We think 
that the ADVENT, our network-
assisted combat management 
system, will soon be in high 
demand. Enabling the utilisation of 
sensors and weapons from various 

naval platforms as a single unit, 
ADVENT offers great advantages at 
a tactical level.
Our HARBİYE DOOB product, 
which can be used at strategic, 
tactical and operational levels, 
comes to the fore with its current 
references and competitive 
features. Our main goal for the 
Maritime Patrol Aircraft (MPA) 
is to come up with a ready-made 
product in collaboration with 
the manufacturers of multi-
purpose platforms around the 
world. Concerning our Hezarfen 
Parachute Simulator, our goal is to 
first contact as many countries as 
possible to introduce our solution, 
and to then to start making 
sales. Our plan for all HAVELSAN 
products and solutions is to first 
generate a level of awareness 
and recognition of our products, 
solutions and capabilities in all 
of our target regions, and then 
to ensure that at least one of our 
solutions is used in the field.
The Combat Information 
Management System (CMIS) we 
supplied to the Pakistan Air Force 
is today at the heart of this force’s 
management system. We have also 
started transferring technology to 

As part of our relations with platform manufacturers, we 
are also aiming provide, at the time of the delivery of the 
platform to the user, training services for the platform 
simulator. We have already achieved this with the ATAK 
helicopter simulator and the submarine simulator. 
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the Pakistan Air Force in this area, 
and have created a management 
system that is currently being 
used to great effect, leading the 
users to voice great satisfaction 
in our products. Following our 
development efforts with Pakistan, 
the system is currently seeing 
active use in the field. It cannot be 
ignored that this system will grant 
us significant advantages in future 
projects and collaborations with 
the Pakistan Air Force.
In recent months, we have also 
signed an important cybersecurity 
agreement with Qatar. When it 
comes to the field of cybersecurity, 
HAVELSAN is in possession of 
high-quality products that are fully 
able to compete against the world-
leading brands. In 2018, we started 
R&D project in 5G core network 
with a budget of approximately 10 
million dollars. In addition to the 
approximately 7 million dollars 
investment we have made in 
cyber security so far, we invest 
approximately 3 million dollars to 
cyber products development each 
year. I believe that in the coming 
period, these products will also see 
greater use abroad.

MSI TDR:  Are you planning to 
apply the same programmes 
abroad that you have implemented 
in Turkey, such as the business 
ecosystem and supplier 
collaboration development 
programmes?
Ahmet Hamdi ATALAY: I want to 
begin by saying that the answer 

to your question is a clear “Yes”, 
and we have even started making 
plans in this regard. As a regional 
company with more than 500 
business partners, around 1,000 
suppliers and a global workforce 
of 5,000, we are the leading 
company in our areas of activity. 
One advantage we have is that 
we are able to reach all types of 
information, from A to Z, 
concerning the companies 
registered in our business 
ecosystem. We are active over 
a broad geographical region, 
stretching from the Asia Pacific to 
North Africa, and from the Turkic 

Republics to Eastern Europe and 
the Middle East.
Utilising our core technologies 
and products, as well as the 
resources of our qualified 
partner companies and 
subsidiaries, we are working to 
build win-win partnerships with 
friendly and allied countries. 
One of the examples I can give 
in this regard is the cooperation 
agreement we have signed 
with the Jaidah Group, one of 
Qatar’s leading international 
companies, for the development 
of a cybersecurity solution 
that will operate in the energy, 
telecommunication, automotive 
and security fields. Under the 
agreement, HAVELSAN will first 
establish a cybersecurity centre in 
Qatar for the Jaidah Group, giving 
it access to the cybersecurity 
platform developed by HAVELSAN. 
In line with the agreement, 
through which Jaidah Group will 
benefit from transfer technology 
from HAVELSAN, the parties will 
cooperate with universities in Qatar 
to localise HAVELSAN’s solutions. 
At LIMA19, on the other hand, 
HAVELSAN signed memorandums 
of understanding with the 
Technology Depository Agency, 
System Consultancy Services, AR 
Eastern, Silent Step and BIT Group.

 HAVELSAN developed ATAK helicopter’s simulator
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HAVELSAN is mainly involved in the software layer, 
developing applications, software and services. It uses and 
processes the large data that is sourced from the hardware, 
and carries out reporting and visualisation functions.
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Companies that compete on a 
global scale must today work 
with local partners if they are to 
enter the local markets, and with 
global partners to complement 
their capabilities. Through all of 
these activities, we have started to 
develop a qualified foreign business 
partner database.

MSI TDR: Is there anything else 
you would like to mention?
Ahmet Hamdi ATALAY: In this 
year’s Informatics Top 500 list, 
which was compiled based on 
turnovers for 2018, we came first in 
five different categories, including 
the IT Company with the Best 
Performance over the Past 3 Years, 
Defence Sector Software, Sectoral 
Software, Security Software and 
Outsource Services. Given this 
picture, HAVELSAN is maybe not a 
company that develops hardware, 
but as a system integrator company 
with expertise in building sensor 
networks and systems. We develop 
turnkey solutions in many areas, 

such as border security, physical 
security, critical infrastructure 
security, and protection against 
chemical, biological, radiological 
and nuclear (CBRN) threats. 
These solutions have potential 
applications in many fields, such 
as in smart cities, smart campuses 
and smart stadiums. Our approach 
can be summarised as follows: 
With regards to hardware, we 
cooperate with the companies in 
our ecosystem. All of the hardware 
components we use in the physical 
layer of our systems are developed 
with or supplied by the companies 
in our ecosystem. There are 
numerous sensors used in the field, 
and data from these sensors is 
collected in a pool that we refer to 
as the link layer. So they basically 
communicate with one another, in 
an environment that you can call a 
cloud. The data in the pool is then 
presented as information through 
the application software we have 
developed that carries out such 
functions as transforming the data 

into a visual form, reporting on the 
data, or sending it to other units, 
for example.
To give a brief description, a 
system can be considered to 
consist of three main layers, which 
are the hardware in the physical 
layer; the link layer; and the 
applications and services that we 
call the software layer. HAVELSAN 
is mainly involved in the software 
layer, developing applications, 
software and services. It uses 
and processes the large data that 
is sourced from the hardware, 
and carries out reporting and 
visualisation functions. For 
example, there are various sensors 
involved in the smart health app. 
Heart rate information is collected, 
and this information is transferred 
to the pool via a data link. The data 
is then analysed by a developed 
application software and sent to 
the doctor. When a problem is 
identified, the patient is informed 
via a message and asked to come 
to the hospital. It is possible to 
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increase the number and variety 
of such applications. Since 
HAVELSAN develops software, it 
also ensures hardware integration, 
and also develops end-to-end 
cybersecurity solutions. It manages 
the network by developing cyber 

security solutions that connect the 
physical layer to the link and 
application layers. The data from 
the sensors is then processed by 
specific algorithms which then 
take a decision and activate the 
systems.

On behalf of our readers, we 
would like to thank Ahmet Hamdi 
Atalay, General Manager and CEO 
of HAVELSAN, for taking the time 
to answer our questions and for 
providing us with such valuable 
information.

The Hezarfen Parachute Simulator is one of our most popular products in the international markets, being a cost-effective solution that can aid in the education of users and 
trainees on demand in a reproducible and safe environment, thereby increasing the level of planning and mission-readiness.
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“We, at Actuation Systems, express Collins Aerospace’s 
vision using these words: We are redefining 
Aerospace. That’s a bold statement but we, at Collins 

Aerospace, want to be at the forefront of the way our industry 
works to deliver sophisticated solutions to our customers and 
establish strong and trusted relationships with them” explains 
Ed Dryden. 
Created in 2018 by bringing together UTC Aerospace Systems and 
Rockwell Collins, Collins Aerospace is committed to providing 
the best in innovation and intelligent solutions for the global 
aerospace and defence industry. Collins Aerospace has the 
capabilities, comprehensive portfolio and expertise to solve 
customers’ toughest challenges and to meet the demands of a 
rapidly evolving global market. 
This is particularly true for the Actuation Systems business that 
Mr. Dryden is leading. 

Breadth of Capability
Collins Aerospace has the latest developments in technology 
supplying a large portfolio of Actuation Systems for Fixed Wing, 
Rotorcraft and Military platforms. The Company has more than 50 
years of actuation experience, and is able to provide solutions to 
its customers for a range of actuation products including: Primary 

Flight Controls (Fixed Wing & Rotorcraft), Trimmable Horizontal 
Stabilizer Actuator, High Lift Systems, Nacelle Actuation, Anti-Ice 
Valves, Composites, Utility Actuation and Missile Actuation. 
Looking to the future, Collins Aerospace is focused on providing 
system value through more electric technologies, integrated 
components and health parameter monitoring. Customers 
designing aircraft for Unmanned Air Systems (UAS), Fifth and 
Sixth Generation Fighters, Trainers or Future Vertical Lift (FVL) 
can turn to Collins ,knowing they will be delivered solutions that 
enable them to meet the demanding mission profiles of next 
generation aircraft.
Collins Aerospace Actuation Systems has accomplished more 
than 10 billion flight hours of experience using Fly-By-Wire 
actuators. From hydraulic or mechanical to electro-mechanical 
solutions, Actuation Systems are able to create tailor-made 
solutions dependent on customer requirements for full or partial 
Actuation Systems; they can also provide full system integration 
and testing to ensure product performance. 
“One of our key assets to support our customers is our 
aftermarket solutions”, stresses Ed Dryden. Collins Aerospace 
has a truly global capability for the products and services it 
provides. Collins Aerospace Actuation Systems provide a full 
range of capabilities for aftermarket/MRO services 
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Talking to MSI in preview of Defence 
& Security Equipment International 
(DSEI) show, Edward Dryden, Vice 
President Actuation Systems for 
Collins Aerospace, explained Actuation 
Systems commitment to be at the 
forefront of the industry to offer to 
customers latest innovations and 
particularly for the future of Turkish 
aircraft programs. 

Edward Dryden, Vice President Actuation Systems for Collins Aerospace

Collins Aerospace provides simulation solutions for fighter jets.

Edward Dryden, 
Vice President 
Actuation Systems 
for Collins 
Aerospace:
“We want to 
contribute to the 
success of the 
Turkish industry”
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administering a truly global support network that is available 
24/7, 365 days a year. 
At DSEI, Collins will present its full portfolio of actuation systems 
“We see a lot of potential  for  military  programs such as TX, 
Future Vertical Lift, Tempest, FCAS, TFX and in areas such as 
fixed wing fighters and trainers” said Ed Dryden. 
Actuation Systems is ideally placed to support these opportunities 
with a global capabilities  and a extensive  experience including 
programs such as V-22, NH90, A400M, KC-390, HAWK, M-346, 
Eurofighter, to name a few.
“Turkey is a very important location for Actuation Systems” 
Mr. Dryden said. “Actuation Systems will look to continue to 
build upon existing partnerships, and explore new partnership 
opportunities with companies like Turkish Aerospace, ASELSAN, 
HAVELSAN, Roketsan and TUBITAK”. 
On current Turkish programs, Collins provides the Environmental 
Control System (ECS) on the HÜRKUŞ, and the main and tail 
rotor actuators on the T625. But if we look at the broader Collins 
Aerospace, also provides radio and navigation systems on the 
Black Hawk variant and on the T625 and we have simulation on 
the F-16 and flight controls on the unmanned vehicles. 
“TF-X and HÜRJET, for example, are two strategic programs that 
Actuation Systems is currently pursuing. Through increasing our 
existing presence and focus on indigenous content and solutions, 
we are interested in collaborating with local industry leaders in 
Turkey”, said Ed Dryden. 
“We are encouraged by the growth in the Turkish Aerospace 
industry and we see potential opportunities for Actuation Systems 
to develop a supply base that we can use for our global projects”

Strong Capabilities 
Collins Aerospace Actuation Systems has extensive experience in 
Control Actuation Sections for precision guided missiles including 
programmers such as GLMRS and Standard Missile.  Actuation 
Systems are able to provide the Control Actuation System (CAS) 
and Thrust Vectoring Actuation (TVA) for a range of missile 
applications. For example, it has developed CAS for a wide variety 
of missile applications with packaging concepts ranging from 
discrete actuators to fully integrated missile CAS sections. Collins 
manufacturing processes cover both low and high production 
rates – from a few development units to several thousand 
systems per year.
Another capability of Actuation Systems, is also the design, 
development, manufacture and qualification of Utility Actuation 
Systems. Utility Actuation Systems consist of a collection of 
specialist actuators with a single-use that provide movement of 
doors, valves and other mechanisms that are found on military 
platforms. Actuation Systems provides tailor-made Utility 
Actuation for a host of purposes including: Weapon Bay 
Door Drive System (WBDDS), Refuel Probe, Air Brake, Wing 
Rotation System, Wing Fold, Other Door Actuators, Common 

Collins Aersoapce Actuation Systems provides tailor-made Utility Actuation for a host of purposes including: Weapon Bay Door Drive System (WBDDS).

Collins Aerospace has the latest developments in technology supplying a large 
portfolio of Actuation Systems for Fixed Wing, Rotorcraft and Military platforms. 

Collins Aerospace delivers 
high quality aviation systems 
that have logged billion hours 
of flight time.
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Strategic Rotary Launcher (CSRL), Wing Sweep Actuation 
System and Bearing Uplock.
Actuation Systems has a significant pedigree with Main Rotor, 
Tail Rotor, and Tilt Rotor Flight Control Actuators, specifically 
Fly-By-Wire solutions on a range of rotorcraft platforms 
including Direct Drive Value (DDV) and Electrohydraulic 
Servovalves (EHSV) solutions. “We have a long heritage in 
supplying mechanical flight control actuators and electro-
mechanical solutions, and Collins has indeed an extensive 
experience of failsafe design including redundancy and fail 
safety parts”, said Ed Dryden. “We continue to invest heavily 
in Research & Development to extend time between overhaul 
of our actuator technologies and to simplify actuator control 
system architecture. We have bespoke, custom made test 
equipment and an ability to offer vertical integration” he said.
Collins Aerospace has also more than 50 years of flight 
control experience, and has developed the first in-service 
commercial actuator technologies for Fly-By-Wire (FBW), 
Electro-Hydrostatic (EHA), and Electrical Back-Up Hydraulic 
Actuator (EBHA). The Company has over ten years’ 
in-service experience of supplying Electric Actuators 

(EHA/EBHA) and have introduced SMART actuator technology 
on recent platforms. Its product portfolio serves both 
commercial and military aircraft. Actuation Systems is setting 
its sights to the future developing a new range of Electro-
Mechanical Actuators (EMA) for the next generation of 
Aircraft.

At the Forefront of Technology
High Lift Systems is another area for which the company is 
focusing to drive innovation. Recently, Collins Aerospace, 
Actuation Systems business began work on a $8.5 million 
next-gen high-lift system project to deliver systems, 
components and installation technology concepts for a high-
rate/high-production-volume high-lift system by 2022. “Our 
engineers are exploring a distributed architecture for the 
new system that drives units at each station, rather than a 
central power unit that drives out all surfaces mechanically 
synchronized. In this way, pilots could exercise greater 
precision in operating the system through individual control 
of the panels, and the transmission shafts required by 
traditional systems could be eliminated. Making our 
systems potentially easier and more cost effective for 
aircraft manufacturers to install”, explains Ed Dryden. 
The next-generation high-lift system should use fewer 
parts compared to existing systems, thus reducing aircraft 
build time, and it should also reduce the loads transferred 
to the aircraft structure, thus enabling possible reduced 
structural component weight, size and corresponding fuel 
burn. The system itself should also be lightweight thanks 
to its innovative gearing architecture, and could also be 
additively manufactured using advanced materials to 
achieve further weight reductions.
In addition, Actuation Systems is looking to equip the next-
generation high-lift system with a smart system of wireless 

Collins Aerospace continues to develop new products that contain new technology. Collins Aerospace works on a series of next generation technologies.

Collins manufacturing processes cover both low and high production rates – from a 
few development units to several thousand systems per year.
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sensors that should allow designers to provide electronic 
torque limitation and provide operators with a predictive 
health maintenance capability by monitoring the system’s 
operating condition. 
One of the key trends in the aerospace industry is a shift 
from hydraulic technologies to more electric systems. 
Collins Aerospace is developing and fielding products to 
realize the benefits of the more electric aircraft solution, 
including a reduction in weight and cost, as well as increases 
in reliability and flexibility. Electric, motor-driven actuators 
and systems eliminate electrically controlled hydraulic 
servovalves and hydraulic lines. Collins has extensive 
experience in the optimization of electric actuation motors 
to achieve high efficiency at the necessary speed and torque 
of the application. Collins’ development of low cost, scalable 
motor drives can be used across a wide range of system 
power requirements, resulting in a high reliability solution 
that delivers repeatable performance due to the re-use of 
common components and architecture. Finally, electric 
systems allow flexibility in terms 
of operation and diversion of hydraulic power to more critical 
use systems.
As a natural progression of integration, Collins seeks out 
opportunities to combine functional elements together. 
One example of this includes exploring the benefits 
of integrating utility actuation controllers into Vehicle 
Management Computers (VMCs). Collins’ VMC features 
triple multi-core processors, high-speed communications 
and open architecture for use in high-redundancy flight 
critical applications. The system’s advanced functionality will 
enable fly-by-wire control, support autonomy and unmanned 
operation, and allow the system to host multiple applications, 
such as mission management and utility management. This 
integration will mean less discrete control units, resulting in 
sizable aircraft weight savings.

Collins is also developing actuation packages equipped 
with smart systems of sensors. Using sensors that monitor 
parameters such as vibration, temperature, and load with 
advanced predictive algorithms, Collins can help OEMs find 
early failures or allow maintenance to be conducted on a 
more cost-effective, condition-based basis, rather than 
a more costly, time-based maintenance schedule. These 
sensing systems can be implemented with negligible impact 
to system or actuator weight.
On the composite side, Collins Aerospace is challenging the 
perception of high cost Composites. 
In the aerospace industry, traditional thinking holds that the 
weight savings of composites must come at a cost. Thanks 
to breakthroughs in joining and material technologies, as 
well as in design and production methods, Collins Aerospace 
is now delivering the benefits of composites to customers 
worldwide, often without the added cost. To accomplish 
this, the Collins Aerospace, Actuation Systems Composite 
Centre of Excellence in Banbury, UK has developed innovative 
composite-to-metal joining technologies for the transmission 
of axial loads, as well as a patented process using high 
viscosity resin systems and a highly automated production 
system. Struts and tie rods, structural components in 
aircraft wings and fuselages, are key beneficiaries of these 
new developments, enabling Collins to use their materials 
expertise to get the most out of composites.
With an understanding of how to optimally use materials in 
locations best suited to their properties, Collins Aerospace 
provides products that are both cost and weight-effective. 
For example, when load paths and geometries are complex, 
metal is often advantageous due to its isotropic properties, 
meaning the material has the same characteristics in all 
directions. Composites are often superior where load paths 
can be aligned with the main fibre direction. In the case of 
struts and tie rods, Collins uses a lightweight carbon fibre 

Collins Aerospace provides the Environmental Control System (ECS) on the HÜRKUŞ.
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composite tube with an optimised laminate for compressive 
and tensile loads, and end connections such as clevises utilise 
metal due to the complex stresses and geometries required.
When it comes to joining metal and composite together, 
Collins Aerospace Actuation Systems’ proven design 
philosophy does not rely on adhesive bonding. This removes 
the difficulties inherent in manufacturing, testing and 
qualifying bonded joints and leads to a cost effective, robust 
and reliable transfer of load under all operating conditions. 
These adhesive-free joining technologies are also cost 
effective for the less critical aircraft structures, yet still 
certifiable for flight critical applications. Actuation Systems’ 
joint technologies provide a mechanical interface whilst 
negating the need for rivets which weaken the laminate as a 
result of high stress concentrations. The joints are preloaded 
to prohibit fretting between the composite and metal surfaces; 
no relative movement means high fatigue loads can be 
sustained without detriment to the joints. For customers, 
this means no in service maintenance is required. 
Components are designed and tested to last well over the life 
of the aircraft.

Collins Aerospace, Actuation Systems, has also developed 
a proprietary manufacturing technology to integrate 
the benefits of both pre-impregnated fibre and dry fibre 
processing. Typically within the aerospace industry, 
there exists a large trade-off between performance and 
manufacturing cost. High viscosity resin systems, which 
offer superior performance, have to be procured and 
processed as expensive prepregs. Collins has enabled the 
use of high viscosity resin systems at a fraction of the cost 
of prepreg through a proprietary patented process that 
integrates resin filming and impregnation. This “prepreg” 
material is then fed into a filament winding machine that 
operates with a high level of automation. Using fibre 
and resin as the inputs, rather than traditional prepreg 
materials, enables greater product optimisation and 
flexibility while dramatically reducing raw material costs.
These innovative joining and processing technologies 
means that Collins Aerospace, Actuation Systems, can offer 
weight savings of up to 50% over aluminium swaged rods, 
at the same price, delivering a huge leap forward in the 
business case for composites in aerospace applications. u

Collin Aerospace is the supplier of the main and tail rotor actuators, 
as well as radio and navigation systems on the T625.©
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Planning to stand out with its dynamism and 
enthusiasm among manufacturers from other 
countries engaged in the same field, the company 

aims to both expand its market in the United Kingdom 
and to identify new business opportunities with 
customers in Africa and the Far East.
Having received the necessary production permits, 
Turaç has already started producing rifle rounds, 
consisting of the 5.56x45 mm, 7.62x51 mm and 7.62x39 
mm cartridges. The company also produces .223 
Remington (Rem.) and .308 Winchester (Win.) cartridges, 
which are the civilian versions of the 5.56x45 mm and 
7.62x51 mm cartridges, respectively. Although principally 
intended for hunting rifles, these two cartridges can also 
be fired from infantry and sniper rifles of 5.56x45 and 
7.62x51 mm calibre, respectively.
Having launched production of rifle cartridges after 
being granted a permit by the Ministry of National 

Defence (MND), Turaç has since made its first sales to 
the Turkish Armed Forces (TAF), followed by sales to 
Bulgaria, Kuwait, Tunisia, Oman and Jordan.
Turaç aims to diversify its product family with more rifle 
cartridges types, including tracer cartridges and armour-
piercing rounds. The company plans to start serial 

Sustaining its Growth,
Turaç Continues its 
Europe Tour with DSEI
Further expanding its product family in the field of small arms ammunition with 
each passing day, Turaç is also continuing its expansion in the international 
market at full pace. In this context, the company is participating for the first time 
in DSEI 2019, one of the world’s most distinguished events among the defence 
sector exhibitions, as part of the Turkish national participation.
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Table 1. Technical Characteristics of Turaç’s 
Ball-Type Rifle Ammunition

Barrel 
Diameter (mm)

Bullet 
Weight (g)

Muzzle 
Velocity (m/s)

Energy 
(joules)

5.56x45 4 920 1,750

7.62x39 7.9 720 2,000

7.62x51 9.7 830 3,200

Turaç was the export champion in its product group in 2018. Fatih Altunbaş, General Manager of Turaç (right), 
received the corresponding award from Prof. Dr. İsmail Demir, President of Defence Industries (left).
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production of these cartridges in 2021, once it 
has completed the necessary prototype production 
and tests.
Turaç also produces Parabellum FMJ (Full Metal Jacket), 
Luger FMJ, Luger JHP (Jacketed Hollow Point) and 
Subsonic FMJ rounds for 9x19 mm handguns. Among 
these, the Parabellum FMJ is used by the armed forces 
in their general purpose weapons, while the Luger FMJ 
is preferred mostly by civilian users owing to its lower 
muzzle pressure. The Luger JHP, which is effective 
against soft targets without armour protection, and the 
Subsonic FMJ, which is preferred for covert operations 
due to its low noise, are generally used by special forces.

Less-lethal Ammunition
Turaç is also showcasing its less-lethal shells to 
the participants at DSEI 2019, which are the leading 
deterrent for law enforcement officers in anti-riot 
interventions, and which are currently in use in 
many countries. 
Aside from achieving the desired effect on the individual 
target, less-lethal ammunition is one of the most 

important elements contributing to the success of law 
enforcement officers in appeasing riots and breaking up 
crowds. Turaç always prioritizes quality in this field, as it 
does for all of the products it manufactures carrying the 
Sterling brand.
With this awareness, Turaç always choses the right 
moves, and manages to rank among the elites in all 
efforts and endeavours that are shaped by innovations 
and current needs.
Turaç’s products in this field are optimised for 
targets at distances of 10–35 meters, and can be fired 
from .12 calibre shotguns. These products incorporate 
the following features:
n Rubber Buckshot: This shell contains rubber shots 

weighing 0.60 grams. Developed especially for 
use at close range, this product facilitates rapid 
interventions with its high dispersion ratio and large 
impact area.

n Rubber Two Balls: Optimised for medium distances 
through a balance between the accuracy and 
dispersion ratio, this product contains two rubber 
balls weighing seven grams.

n Rubber Slug: Firing a single rubber bullet weighing 
17.5 grams toward the target, this product stands out 
with its high accuracy over long distances. The rubber 
slug has excellent aerodynamic properties with its 
fins and teardrop shape.

Turaç in 60 Countries
Increasing its production figures with each passing year, 
Turaç broke its own record in 2018 by manufacturing 
190 million cartridges. Pursuing an export-oriented 
strategy since its foundation, the company has added 
12 new user countries to its customer portfolio in 2018, 
some of which are in Europe. In addition to increasing 
the number of export countries from 48 to 60, the 
company’s export figures rose by 50 percent in 2018 
compared to the previous year, reaching $15 million.
Turaç was the export champion in its product group 
in 2018, and received an award from Prof. Dr. İsmail 
Demir, President of Defence Industries of Turkey
For 2019, the company has set itself an export target 
of $18 million.
Turaç’s current European customer portfolio 
consists of 18 countries, including Albania, Austria, 
Belarus, Bulgaria, Czech Republic, Estonia, France, 
Germany, Greece, Italy, Kosovo, Lithuania, Macedonia, 
Romania, Slovenia, Switzerland, the United Kingdom 
and Ukraine.
Speaking about the company’s participation at DSEI 

Table 2 . Technical Specifications of Turaç’s 
9x19 mm Handgun Cartridges

Type Muzzle 
Velocity 

Pressure 
(bar)

Maximum 
Dispersion

Parabellum 
FMJ

370 m/s at 
16 m 2,850 7.6 cm at 

48 m

Luger FMJ 350 m/s at 
5 m 2,350 4.2 cm at 

25 m

Luger JHP 400 m/s at 
16 m 2,650 7.6 cm at 

50 m

Subsonic FMJ 290 m/s at 
16 m 1,500 5 cm at 25 m

The rifle cartridges produced by Turaç.
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2019, Fatih Altunbaş, General 
Manager of Turaç, said: 
“Turaç has a significant 
presence in the European 
market with regards to 
handgun cartridges and 
shotgun shells. Moreover, 
we have also managed to 
produce rifle cartridges 
and made them for 
European users last year. 
This encouraged us in our 
decision to participate for 
the first time at DSEI, which 
is considered to be one of 
the world’s most important 
defence exhibitions. Taking 
justified pride in being a 
constant supplier to TAF 
and the Turkish National 
Police, which are known 
worldwide for their very strict 
demands when it comes to 
ammunition, Turaç is aware 
of its responsibility and will 
duly play its part at 
DSEI 2019.” u
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AFSS develops and produces fire extinguishing 
and explosion suppression systems for military 
land vehicles. ARES system, protect different 

parts of a vehicle such as the body, tires, fuel tanks, 
ammunition racks, engine and crew compartment. 
ARES systems can detect an explosion or fire in 3 
milliseconds, activates extinguishing cylinders in 
10 milliseconds and completely extinguishes and 
suppresses the fire in 250 milliseconds. The system 
protects the crew and the vehicle against all kinds of 
fires from slow growing flames to explosions. Having 
successfully completed all the necessary false-alarm 
tests required to acquire a military level certification, 
ARES systems are compatible with STANAG 4317 and 
MIL PRF 62546C.
The cumulative engineering experience of its 
employees and the modular design of the ARES 
systems, let the AFSS provide an effective solution for 
each of its customers. After the selection of necessary 
components suitable for the customer needs, AFSS is 
able to integrate those components onto the vehicle, 
thanks to its years of engineering background. AFSS 

can also provide installation services.
The ARES system is comprised of three main 
components. These components, their functions and 
most prominent features are as follows:
n Detectors: These components detect a fire or 

explosion through different means. The UV/IR 
Detectors has an optical sensor that detects the 
infrared emissions of a flame or the fireball of an 
explosion. Having the highest speed of detection and 
lowest false-alarm rate, UV/IR Detectors are used 
in the crew and engine compartments of the vehicle. 
Thanks to its’ advanced detection technologies, 
these systems can distinguish between real fires 
and false threats such as cigarette flames. AFSS 
also offers more cost-effective detection solutions 
for other parts of the vehicle. Among these, 
Continuous Heat Detectors are mostly suitable for 
the engine compartment of a vehicle. Able to detect 
fires multiple times, Continuous Heat Detectors 
does not need any maintenance for the complete 
lifecycle of the vehicle. Linear Heat Detector is even 
a more economic solution. This single use wire type 

ARES Fire Suppression Systems 
Offers Tailor Made Solutions for 
Different Requirements
US based ARES Fire Suppression Systems LLC (AFSS) provides innovative 
solutions to the world with its’ dynamic engineers and experienced project 
directors. The company’s patented brand of ARES products, protects military 
vehicles and its crews from fires and explosions caused by any kind of reason such 
as a Rocket Propelled Grenade (RPG) or Anti-Tank Guided Missile (ATGM) attacks.
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Components of the ARES systems
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solution detects the sudden increase of temperature 
to activate extinguishers and should be changed 
after a fire occurs.

n Controller Units: The heart and brains of the 
ARES systems, this electronic unit receives signals 
from the detectors and automatically activates 
the necessary extinguishers. The latest version of 
this product the ARES IV Controller Unit, can be 
connected with 12 detectors and 12 extinguishers. 
The unit can also be used manually independent 
from the detectors and lets the vehicle V activate 
extinguishers should any type of electronic fault 
occurs. With the innovative CANbus technology, the 
Control Units can communicate with other onboard 
systems on the vehicle.

n Extinguishers: ARES systems utilise different 
types of extinguishers for different types of needs. 
With their quick response times Pyrotechnic 
Cylinders are suitable for crew and engine 

compartments. These cylinders use FM2000 
gases as the fire extinguishing agent, which don’t 
possess any harmful effects against human health 
and nature. This agent is dispersed inside the 
vehicle via deflectors attached to the cylinders. 
Horizontal Cylinders on the other hand are more 
suitable for the vehicle body, tires and fuel tanks. 
Containing AFFF, a liquid type extinguishing 
agent, these cylinders are especially designed for 
vehicles conducting riot control operations. The 
fires caused by Molotov cocktails during those 
operations can easily be put out with Horizontal 
Cylinders. Extinguishers of ARES systems, may 
become clogged for various reasons such as lack 
of maintenance. To counter this, ARES systems 
continuously check the extinguishers for any kind of 
obstruction and should any failure occurs in any one 
of the extinguishers, the Control Unit activates other 
extinguishers in the relevant part of the vehicle. u
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Conducting its operations from 
its factory in Ankara, Turkey, 
AKSA RUNFLAT is the designer, 

developer, producer and tester of 
RunFlat Systems used on a wide 
range of different vehicles. Among 
these vehicles, one can count tactical 
wheeled armour vehicles, tactical 
wheeled trucks, anti-riot vehicles, 
armoured engineering vehicles, 
armoured buses, pickups and civilian-
type vehicles (such as fire trucks, 
ambulances, SUVs etc.). In addition to 
the quality of its products, the company 
also stands out with the after-sales 
services it provides, the wheel 
assemblies it delivers in a ready-to-
install format, and the ease of use of 
its products in the field.

AKSA RUNFLAT Holds 85 
Percent of Turkish Market
Since its foundation in 2011, AKSA 
RUNFLAT has consistently expanded 
its customer portfolio, which includes 
many wheeled armoured vehicle 
manufacturers in Turkey. At the 
same time, the company is also a 
supplier to numerous construction 
vehicle producers. Installed with AKSA 

RUNFLAT solutions, the vehicles of 
these producers are used extensively 
in the challenging operations of the 
Turkish Armed Forces (TAF), the 
General Command of the Gendarmerie 
(GCG) and the Turkish National 
Police (TNP). The company’s product 
range includes RUNFLAT Systems of 
different types and diameters, ranging 
from 15 to 28 inches, and providing 
BR7 level ballistic protection. To date, 
the company has produced RunFlat 
Systems capable of bearing up to 6,500 
kilograms of load per wheel, and has 
the ability to manufacture products of 
even greater capacity.
The vehicles produced in Turkey 
that are installed with AKSA RunFlat 
Systems can be listed as follows:
n	 KİRPİ,
n AMAZON,
n VURAN,
n NMS 4x4 (YÖRÜK),
n HIZIR,
n PARS (6x6, 8x8),
n URAL,
n TOMA, 
n 4x4 pickup trucks, and
n Construction vehicles 
 (Loader, backhoe loaders)

Noting that the company is involved 
mainly in production for the defence 
sector and internal security agencies, 
and that it currently holds an 
approximately 85 percent share of the 
Turkish	market,	Bekir	Rıza	Saçmacı,	
General Manager of AKSA RUNFLAT, 
had the following to say about their 
products: “Our leading references 
are TAF, the GCG and the TNP, which 
utilise our products every day in the 
field. The feedback we receive from 
them allows us to continually improve 
our products, and having products that 
see active use in operations provides 
us with great experience.”

Surpassing Rivals through 
Ease of Use and Efficient 
Services
The company’s RunFlat Systems 
surpass their competitors by a 
considerable margin thanks to 
their ease of installation. The large 
majority of similar products around 
the world are produced as a single-
piece rubber block, and fitting or 
removing these systems on the rim 
normally requires special and high-
cost machinery. However, especially 
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AKSA RUNFLAT Draws Attention 
with Rapid Growth in Global Market
AKSA RUNFLAT, a rising star of Turkey in the global defence sector, takes the 
stage at DSEI. The company, whose products grace the armoured land vehicles 
of 12 countries, is showcasing at DSEI’19 the RunFlat Systems that have become 
indispensable for wheeled armoured vehicles, owing to their ability to ensure 
continued mobility and prevent the loss of control in the event of tyre punctures. 
The company is displaying three different models of the RunFlat System at its 
stand, including the 2-Part, 3-Part and Hybrid models, each of which possess 
different technical characteristics.
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during extraterritorial operations or 
domestic operations conducted in 
remote locations, it can be difficult 
for the end user to access such 
equipment. For this reason, fitting 
a new RunFlat System to the wheel 
rim, or replacing an existing RunFlat 
System for whichever reason, can 
lead to significant logistical problems. 
the assembly of the tyre, RunFlat 
System and rim can be achieved with 
standard tyre-changing machines 
and with simple hand tools that can 
readily be found almost anywhere 
around the world.
Another important advantage 
provided by the company relates 
to its after-sales services. AKSA 
RUNFLAT-made products are in 
use in Turkey and in many other 
locations worldwide, and the company 
is outpacing its competitors with 
its rapid response to user needs, 
whenever and wherever they may 
arise.

Primary Expectation 
of Vehicle Producers: 
Seamless Wheel Assembly
In addition to producing RunFlat 
Systems, AKSA RUNFLAT can 
also provide the wheel assembly – 
comprising the tyre, rim and RunFlat 
System – in an assembled form in line 
with the requests of its customers. 
This service is greatly appreciated 
by vehicle producers, as it allows 
the supply of the wheel assembly as 
a complete set that can be directly 
fitted on to the vehicle.

Tremendous Demand 
from Overseas
Having rapidly expanded its export 
portfolio within a relatively short period, 
AKSA RUNFLAT’s products are currently 
seeing use in 12 countries, including 
Czechia,	Malaysia,	the	Philippines,	
Pakistan, the Russian Federation, Saudi 
Arabia, Serbia, South Africa, Spain, 
Ukraine, the United Arab Emirates and 
the United Kingdom. AKSA RUNFLAT’s 
products are attracting great interest 
in other countries as well, and the 
company continues its promotional 
efforts in international exhibitions as 
part of its broader growth targets. Based 
on its confidence in its own products, the 
company has already decided to raise its 
export target for 2020.

Tests Succeeded
The company’s products have 
proven themselves by successfully 
completing the tests performed by 
Armoured Land Vehicle Produces And 
Government Authority.
In 2016, on vehicle test is performed 
by BMC under the auspices of the 
Presidency of Defence Industries 
(SSB), the competent authority 
in Turkey’s defence and security 
procurement projects. Although 
the system had very well preserved 
its integrity and resistance up to 
that distance, the test was stopped 
mainly due to the excessive 
deformation of the tyre and 
the potential risk to the vehicle’s 
safety.

Special Defence Industry Award
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Special Defence Industry 
Award from SSB
Conducting all of its design and 
production activities indigenously, 
AKSA RUNFLAT was deemed worthy 
of the “Special Defence Industry 
Award” in 2017 by the SSB for 
the outstanding successes of its 
products.

R&D
Thanks to the engineering and R&D 
infrastructures in its possession,
AKSA RUNFLAT can respond very 
rapidly to any customer demands. 

In line with customer requirements 
and design limitations, the company 
identifies the type of rim and 
tyre to be used, and carries out 
customization	process	or	if	needed	
a preliminary design of the product 
is performed within a short period. 
Prior to launching serial production, 
the company simulates the 
compatibility of the prototype product 
with the intended rim and the tyre.
Saçmacı	emphasised	AKSA	
RUNFLAT’s dynamism in product 
development: “As a result of our 
investments into R&D and testing 

infrastructure, we are today capable 
of responding to new product 
demands much faster than all other 
producers.”
Through R&D and testing, AKSA 
RUNFLAT has, over time, further 
boosted the ballistic properties of its 
products. The company has carried 
its RunFlat System to a level at 
which it maintains its mechanical 
properties even when shot (According 
to FINABEL Agreement No. A.20.A 
(20.A.5)  Annex1, 1997), thereby 
acquiring a significant advantage over 
its global competitors. u

A RunFlat without ballistic resistance (left), and the AKSA RunFlat System with ballistic resistance (right).
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Bringing innovative and high-tech solutions in 
such fields as design, development, production 
and support, ANDAR makes a difference for a 

wide variety of platforms and subsystems, especially 
air and land platforms of different types, in line with 
its customers’ expectations of quality, budget and 
timeline. In a significant number of the projects it has 
undertaken to date, ANDAR has overcome difficulties 
through its own designs when it has not been possible 
to use off-the-shelf electromechanical system 
solutions. In order to reach the optimum solution in 
a process extending up to a qualified product, ANDAR 
designs and manufactures not only the subsystems 
but also all necessary subcomponents, including 
production benches and test systems.
ANDAR tests its products in line with military and civil 
environmental and electromagnetic standards (MIL-
STD-810,MIL-STD-461 and DO-160), and deliver its 
products with electronic, mechanical, and software 
and hardware redundancy features that meet civil 
aviation standards (DO-254 and DO-178).

In order to deliver reliable products at competitive 
prices that also offer safety, weight and volume 
advantages, ANDAR develops and manufactures all 
kinds of embedded software and hardware that it uses 
in its electromechanical systems, rather than offering 
off-the-shelf solutions. 

Next Target: 1 Million Flight Hours
One of the best examples of the value-added products 
ANDAR provides to its customers are its servo actuator 
family that ANDAR designs and produces for various 
unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) platforms. ANDAR’s 
products in this area have accumulated more than 
250,000 flight hours in total on three different (two 
Medium-Altitude Long-Endurance class and a tactical 
class ) UAV platforms, executed both in Turkey and 
abroad under varied geographical conditions, and most 
of them were spent during actual operations. ANDAR’s 
target is to exceed 1 million flight hours within 2020.
While books and guides may provide a good description 
of how a reliable systems should be developed, putting 
this information into practice is no easy task. The best 
known method for ensuring reliability in UAV systems 
is redundancy, but problems can still be encountered 
in the field even when it is achieved.
It is precisely at this point that ANDAR stands out with 
the full grasp it has of subcomponents. For example, 
high performance electric motors, as one of the 
components of an electromechanical system, can 
readily be found on the market, although the use of an 
off-the-shelf motor brings with it the risk of imposing 
restrictions on the UAV system’s general architecture. 
Furthermore, when a UAV system has to be packaged 
and assembled differently, it may become necessary 
to overhaul the design of the motor, and the best way 
to do this is to have a good understanding of electric 
motor technologies, and the ability, if necessary, to 
design and produce the motor.
ANDAR stands out with its detailed knowledge of 

ANDAR is 
the Right 
Partner for 
the Solution 
of Challenging 
Problems
ANDAR Electromechanical Systems 
(ANDAR) has been developing 
indigenous and specialised 
electromechanical systems and 
resolving challenging problems for 
the actuation mechanisms since 2012. 
Turkish end-users and primes have 
been relying on ANDAR’s special and 
indigenous solutions for a variety 
of difficult-to-solve problems. 
Accumulating experience and strength 
in the domestic market, ANDAR is 
ready to serve international 
end-users and companies.
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Gökhan Koyuncu, 
General Manager of ANDAR
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all electromechanical system components, and 
the fact that it can design and produce all of the 
subcomponents by itself, just as it can work together 
with solution partners. The subcomponents designed 
and produced by the company include:
n Electric motors
n Smart driver and controllers
n Gear boxes
Describing their approach in this respect, Gökhan 
Koyuncu, General Manager of ANDAR, said: “ANDAR 
is a company that can deploy its vertical areas of 
expertise when necessary and develop detailed 
solutions. We give our users the solutions they need, 
and in doing so, we act based not on our own means, 
but on the user’s requirements. For example, in one 
of our projects, we were initially unable to fit the 
existing electric motor into the volume allocated by 
the end user. So this led us to re-design the motor 
and repackage the solution. We did not limit ourselves 
by saying, ‘These are the only ready solutions we 
have’. Similarly, should a ready-to-use solution not be 
available, we can quickly come up with a solution that 
meets the relevant requirements, by designing and 
producing anything that might be needed down to the 
smallest components.”
ANDAR’s approach provides significant advantages in 
two respects:
n Certain users can sometimes require solutions 

with characteristics different to those found in off-

the-shelf products, and these can include such 
parameters such as size, power requirement and 
weight. In this context, ANDAR can adapt its current 
solutions to user requirements through large-
scale design and architectural changes whenever 
required.

n Certain off-the-shelf components purchased from 
abroad can be subject to export licenses. But thanks 
to its vertical expertise, ANDAR can develop all of 
these components indigenously if required, allowing 
users to bypass these types of restrictions.

Koyuncu also highlighted an important point regarding 
export licenses: “Due to the explicit and implicit 
embargoes being implemented against Turkey, 
certain products we used to purchase from abroad 
have started to become inaccessible. It is at this point 
that we took advantage of our vertical expertise to 
develop these components by ourselves. Consequently, 
we have developed indigenous solutions that are 
equivalent to the pre-existing components that have 
proven themselves worldwide, sometimes meeting 
even more stringent requirements, and have been very 
successful at this. We can say this with confidence: The 
reliability of ANDAR products is two-fold. Our products 
are not only extremely reliable while serving on 
missions, but also have an extremely reliable supply 
chain. When our users ask us for one of our products, 
they know for certain that we will deliver it on time, 
without excuses.”

ANDAR delivers its electromechanical system solutions for moving mechanism, including servo actuators for UAVs, along with special cases and sub-components.

ANDAR-made electromechanical systems developed for the moving systems aboard UAVs have completed more than 250,000 flight hours in total on three different UAV 
types. These were executed both in Turkey and abroad under varied geographical conditions, and most of were spent during actual operations.
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A Future Full of Opportunities
ANDAR  can respond to the expectations of its 
customers in a very short period of time thanks 
to the electromechanical system solutions it 
designs and produces for not only UAVs, but 
also fixed and rotary-wing aircraft, land and sea 
vehicles, and missiles and guided ammunitions of 
different classes.
ANDAR will pursue its works in the upcoming 
period in various areas:
n ANDAR continues to develop its product family 
 in line with the requests of current and potential 
 users. Some of these requests have led to new 

solutions that were previously absent from 
 product family, or to the adaptation of existing 

solutions to new requirements.
n ANDAR also provides solutions for its users’ 

 after-sales needs, and plans to further develop its 
activities in this area. One of the projects the company 
has successfully completed in recent times was the 
replacement of the existing movement mechanisms 
within the system of a user with ANDAR solutions. 
Considering the significant market in this regard, 
ANDAR is continuing its talks with various potential 
users.

n ANDAR is also in contact with foreign companies. 
Having been short-listed by nearly all of the 
companies to which it has submitted offers, 

 ANDAR plans to significantly increase its work share 
in foreign markets in the near future.

n Recently, ANDAR’s solutions have also been 
 used on manned platforms and ANDAR started 

relevant certification processes to further 
 increase its footprint on manned platforms. u

ANDAR distinguishes
itself with its full grasp 
of the subcomponent field. 

ANDAR’s Flight Control Actuator product family can be packaged into different physical dimensions.

ANDAR’s knowledge of the subcomponents in the Flight Control Actuator 
product family and its proficiency in system level design gives it a 
leading position ahead of its competitors.
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Besides all these Atesci has 
designed and developed a lead 
processing plant of its own, for the 

main material of hunting ammunition is 
lead wire. Lead wire extrusion plant was 
among the first machinery that led Atesci 
into being a machine producer. With its 
unique design of lead shot production 
plant Atesci enjoyed the taste of being 
an inventor and a designer. This success 
was followed by other machinery used in 
the production of hunting ammunition.
Realizing the surge of demand for 
machinery in the ammunition production 
industry, Atesci changed its attention 
towards designing and manufacturing 
those machinery. So Atesci made its first 
expansion in the field of design capacity 
by restructuring the company as an 
engineering design company. After the 
successful addition of this design team 
into its ranks Atesci started collecting 
the fruits of new machinery designs. Due 
to their unique designs, this machinery 
became highly demanded in domestic and 

international markets in a short time. In 
complement to design accomplishments, 
lead based ammunition components 
also laid the way for Atesci to enter the 
military ammunition industry.

FMJ Press Comes into Life
Taking into account the lead-based 
component demands of the Defence 
Industry, Atesci diversified its product 
range with a series of ammunition 
machinery such as Lead Core Press, 
Case Grooving and Trimming machines. 
Accumulating experience over time 
Atesci steered itself towards designing 
a more complicated machine of Full 
Metal Jacket (FMJ) press of its own which 
contributed a lot to Atesci’s machinery 
inventory. Subsequently, Atesci took 
part in the production of ammunition 
components such as FMJ bullets 
based on the demand in the market. 
This process went on for several years 
after 2012 which provided Atesci with 
invaluable experience on manufacturing 

ammunition components with machines 
of its own design and production. 
After getting involved in ammunition 
production by operating the machinery 
Atesci itself designed and manufactured, 
its machinery collection kept on growing 
with each passing day, thanks to the 
experience and knowledge attained.
Meanwhile Atesci designed, 
manufactured and supplied a large 

Atesci: A Story of Success in 
the Design and Production of 
Ammunition Machines
Atesci is a manufacturer of ammunition production machines. Atesci has been 
in this field of ammunition business for over 17 years. In the early years Atesci 
started by manufacturing lead-based products for the hunting industry. Its first 
products were lead shots, buckshot and slugs and it commercialized these 
products in domestic and international markets. 
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number of individual machines from its 
early inventory to all around the world 
including USA, Canada and European 
countries. Atesci machines are now 
running in various companies in Indiana, 
Wisconsin, Idaho, Arkansas and Utah in 
the USA an also in Canada, Italy, Russia, 
Pakistan, Bosnia Herzegovina, Hungary, 
Philippines, India, Kazakhstan, Lebanon, 
El Salvador and Namibia.

Complete Ammunition Lines
In the course of time accumulating 
all and necessary competence, Atesci 
indulged more in designing and building 
other machines that an ammunition 
production line is composed of. First 
machines to follow the FMJ press were 
loading machines, annealing and washing 
units. In 2016 Atesci has completed 
the 9x19 mm cartridge line including 
case, FMJ and loading sections with 
all their machinery as its own design 
and production. In 2017 state of Qatar 
presented Atesci with the opportunity 
as the country launched an initiative to 
build an ammunition production plant 
for small and medium calibres. Atesci 
diligently manufactured all necessary 
machinery for 9x19 and 5.56x45, 7.62x51 
and 7.62x39 mm ammunition production 
lines and completed their installations 
successfully.
Atesci presently has the capacity to 
build interlinking ammunition lines 
by manufacturing all the machinery, 
presses and automated machines as well 
as the mould and punch sets that are 
part of those machinery. As a result of 
this competence Atesci won its second 
state tender of 9x19 mm ammunition 

production line from KOF of Pakistan. The 
line is under construction and installation 
is planned to be started as of 
January 15, 2020.

Affordable Costs, 
Reliable Quality and 
Short Lead Times
Since 2017 Atesci has concentrated 
on turn-key projects for ammunition 
production lines. Being a relatively 
new member of an old established 
ammunition industry of the 19th century, 
Atesci is in the market now competing 
with prominent fellow companies in 
all respects by taking advantage of its 
internal dynamism, design superiority 
and being located in the in the hearth 
of Turkey’s defence industry in Ankara. 
In addition to affordable costs and 
reliable quality with shorter lead times 
Atesci added one more aspect to this 
competition by designing and developing 
all of the machinery of an ammunition 
production line. This capability provides a 
potential customer to acquire everything 
required to start ammunition production 
from only one supplier including 
supporting machinery which are usually 
outsourced such as 100% Inspection 
Unit, Mouth Annealing Unit, Tip painting 
Unit, Eye Inspection Unit, Packaging Unit 
etc. All these advantages enable Atesci to 
offer faster and cost-effective solutions 
in comparison to its competitors. Atesci 
keeps a close eye on the market and 
is well aware of the current needs and 
requirements in the sector.
Atesci is situated in the largest Industrial 
Zone of the region in Ankara, which 
houses more than 20,000 factories, with 
access to hundreds of subcontractors 
in this region. Designing all the 
machinery and equipment in-house, 
it assembles the mechanical parts, 
which are outsourced to outstanding 

and qualified subcontractors. Quality 
control standards are vigorously applied 
in every stage throughout the production 
and assembly processes, ensuring that 
the final products are well above the 
customer’s expectations. Despite being 
a relatively new company, Atesci has 
reached a position where it can compete 
with long established ammunition line 
producers by taking advantage of its 
internal dynamism, design superiority 
and co-location in the Industrial Zone. 
These advantages enable the company to 
offer faster and cost-effective solutions 
in comparison to its competitors. 
Atesci participates in defence exhibitions 
of IDEF in Istanbul, DSEI in London, 
Eurosatory in Paris and DSA Kuala 
Lumpur once every two years and 
every year in the exhibitions of Shot 
Show in Las Vegas and IWA in Germany 
and exhibits its machinery for visitors 
in a close follow-up on the latest 
developments and progresses. Atesci 
also attends to international trade shows 
of the Defence and Weapons Industry. 
Realizing large ammunition production 
line projects in the international arena, 
Atesci provides services on installation 
of ammunition factories, their 
modernizations and capacity increases.
With the progress Atesci is 
accomplishing every year and relying 
on its creativity and dynamic design 
capabilities it is aiming for the sky. So, 
Atesci intends to take a better stance 
in the ammunition sector by evolving 
into a versatile, multifaceted and 
multidisciplinary company. This means 
that Atesci displays this new approach 
of being a provider of complete lines in 
all aspects. Coupling with the Integrated 
Project Approach or Holistic Approach 
all these will develop the company into a 
solution partner in provision of all other 
elements in addition to machinery. u
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Electronic cards are used in 
many military and avionics 
systems, such as control or 

mission computers, radars and signal 
processing units, and are connected to 
their casing (or LRU) through wedge 
locks. The wedge lock enables these 
cards to carry out their functions by 
maintaining their fixed position in the 
casing, without being affected by such 
environmental factors as vibration. In 
cases where the conduction cooling 
method is employed, the lock also helps 
to dissipate the heat of the card from 
the system.
Although it would seem to be a simple 
system that has been used for many 
years, the wedge lock can, due to the 
current market dynamics, actually play 
a key role in determining critical design 
decisions. Wedge locks are produced 
in standard sizes, pre-determining the 
size of the card itself, such that card 
designers cannot, by default, produce 
cards larger than the dimensions of 
the wedge locks offered by existing 
companies. By prioritising the specific 
needs of the user, GES Engineering 

designs and manufactures special 
wedge locks that meet these needs as 
required.

A User-Prioritised 
Experience
Giving an ear to the user’s special 
requests, GES Engineering delivers 
wedge locks that fully match user 
requirements. The user first defines 
all of their requirements and 
needs, starting with length. Other 
requirements include whether a pre-
tensioner is required, or whether the 
place where the card is to be used will 
be subjected to high levels of vibrations.
After noting down the user’s list of 
requirements, GES Engineering carries 
out the design and production of the 
wedge lock, and delivers a ready-to-
use product. The company also stands 
apart from the crowd with its AS 
9100-certified design and production 
processes, and in its use of the 
highest quality aerospace aluminium 
in its products.
Ersin Özbek, Member of the Board at 
GES Engineering, emphasises that 

as the company offers a wedge lock 
solution tailored to requirements, 
it also ensures cost-effectiveness: 
“Some companies have been working 
on wedge locks for years and posses 
an extensive catalogue. Until now, card 
producers were obliged to follow the 
standard products featured in these 
catalogues and to design their cards 
accordingly, since they either could 
not demand a non-standard product, 
or knew that if they did, it would entail 
high costs. We, on the other hand, are 
not only able to develop user-specific 
products, but can do so cost-effectively. 
This service opens up entirely new 
doors of opportunity for our users in the 
field of special card design.”
It takes about one month for GES 
Engineering to design a new wedge 
lock and to roll out new versions. 
For an already-designed wedge lock, 
the production of 100 units can be 
completed in about two months. As 
the company’s works make further 
progress in this field, it is likely that 
these timeframes will be shortened 
even further.
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GES Engineering, which designs special electro-mechanical and mechanical 
products aimed at niche areas, has recently added wedge locks to its areas 
of activity. The company’s innovations in wedge lock technologies are driven 
by its desire to offer cost-effective products designed specifically with user 
requirements in mind. GES Engineering has established a road map for the 
future of its wedge lock systems, thousands of which have already been delivered.

GES Engineering Brings Tailor-Made 
Design Innovation to Wedge Locks

Placing user requirements at the forefront, GES Engineering designs and manufactures special wedge locks to meet these requirements as necessary.
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Automatic Vehicle-Levelling System

Special Electro-
Mechanical and 
Mechanical Products 
from GES Engineering
GES Engineering offers innovative 
and cost-effective electro-
mechanical and mechanical 
solutions tailored for special 
needs. Leading among these 
solutions is the Automatic 
Vehicle and Platform Leveling 
System developed specifically 
for ASELSAN.  The system can 
level vehicles and platforms, such 
radar carrying vehicles, rapidly 
and with high precision. Merging 
the information from various 

sensors and having a total lift 
capacity of 40 tons, this system 
operates entirely on electricity 
(including its subsystems), and is 
capable of levelling a vehicle or 
platform relative to the ground 
within three minutes to a 0.2 
degree tolerance.
Special solutions by GES 
Engineering also include the 
Shelter Leveling System; the 
Shelter and Mobile Platform 
Lifting and Transportation 
System; the Track Adjuster 
System; and a new generation of 
fans and smart smoke grenade 
launchers.

Thanks to its AS9100 Rev D certificate, GES Engineering makes a difference in all of the 
products it designs, including its wedge locks.
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Expanding Product Family
GES Engineering produced its first 
wedge locks for Turkish users, 
developing products with dozens 
of different sizes for four different 
groups of user requirements, and 
completing production of over 5,000 
products.  The company’s current 
order book contains 2,000 units, 
and the company is expecting 2,000 
new orders in the near future.
GES Engineering is planning to 
launch new steps with regards to 
its wedge lock family in 2020. The 
company is looking to diversify 
its designs, and will also be 

working on new mechanisms and 
materials that will be reflected in 
its products.
GES Engineering’s target for 
the next five years is to attain 
an annual production volume of 
15,000 wedge locks, which the 
company predicts will initially be 
geared predominantly towards the 
domestic market. Officials at GES 
Engineering state that while they 
will be facing tough competition 
against the established and 
longstanding players in the 
international market, they will 
gain a say and a foothold in the 

overseas market in the mid to 
long term.
Özbek  had this to say regarding 
the wedge lock family’s future: 
“We’ll continue to provide products 
that consistently ensure the same 
quality. Moreover, we will take 
our works even further when 
necessary based on the feedback 
from our users on topics such 
as delivery time and quality. The 
wedge lock market segment has 
been one in which we’ve witnessed 
rapid progress, and we are ready 
to carry this momentum into the 
future.” u

GES Engineering manufactures its wedge locks through the use of state-of-the-art infrastructure
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GES Engineering produced its 
first wedge locks for Turkish 

users, developing products with 
dozens of different sizes 

for four different groups of user 
requirements, and completing 

production of over 
5,000 products. 
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The centrifugal testing device 
can be used for testing 
missiles and munitions. 

Required by R&D laboratories, 
product development companies 
and certification authorities, these 
devices are developed according 
to both ISO and military standards. 
While many manufacturers offer 
these devices as off-the-shelf 

products, certain institutions and 
organizations need special devices 
with specific features to test the 
systems they develop.
Having established a corporate 
culture that stipulates the 
development of flexible solutions to 
satisfy the needs of the end-user in 
all fields of activity, GÖKSER is also 
adapting this approach to centrifugal 

testing devices. GÖKSER listens 
to what kind of system the customer 
needs, and to which standards 
the user will conduct tests, and 
develops the exact testing device 
needed. 
By completely satisfying the 
user requirements, the device 
facilitates the works and 
activities of the end user. That said, 
GÖKSER’s products are more cost-
effective than off-the-shelf solutions 
that usually offer more features 
than is required.
Speaking on the addition of 
centrifugal testing devices to 
their solution family, Serhat 
Ünal, Deputy General Manager of 
GÖKSER, said: “As a company that 
develops indigenous products, we 
know very well the importance of 
testing equipment. These devices 
must be reliable, easy-to-use and 
cost-effective. With our centrifugal 
testing devices, we aim to fully meet 
the needs of users, and 
I can say with great pleasure 
that we have achieved this.”

Trusted Partner 
of the Sector
For 33 years, GÖKSER has 
been successfully meeting the 
electromechanical system and 
subsystem requirements of the 
Turkish Land, Air and Naval Forces 
Commands, the General Command 
of Gendarmerie and the Turkish 
National Police. The company has 
recently also intensified its efforts 
towards overseas markets.
GÖKSER’s product family includes 
air conditioning systems for mobile 
camps and hospitals, ground 
support devices for aircraft and 
helicopters, and munition testing 
systems. GÖKSER’s quality 
management system has been 
recognised with AS9100 Rev D 
certification and an ISO 9001:2015 
certificate.
Aside from its indigenous products 
and solutions, GÖKSER also 
designs and manufactures bespoke 
electromechanical subsystems for 
prime contractor companies. Being 
an approved supplier of many prime 
contractors, GÖKSER delivers these 
systems after subjecting them to 
the requested tests, supplying them 
with the necessary documentation.A
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GÖKSER is showcasing an example of its centrifugal 
testing device, the newest member of its solution 
family, for the first time at DSEI 2019. Configured 
as a solution that can be adapted according to 
user requirements rather than as an off-the-shelf 
product, the device stands out as a cost-effective 
product that completely satisfies customer 
requirements.

For each device, GÖKSER develops specific interfaces according to the customer requirements.

GÖKSER: 
The New Address for 
Special Centrifugal 
Testing Devices
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GÖKSER Centrifugal 
Testing Devices
Centrifugal testing devices are 
used to analyse the mechanical or 
electrical behaviours of the parts 
and assemblies that are subject to 
linear acceleration. The device has 
two rods, to which two samples 
of equal weight and geometry can 
be connected at the same time. If 

there is only one sample, the test 
is performed with a counterweight. 
For each device, specific interfaces 
are made available according to 
the customer requirements. The 
system is designed in recognition 
of the size, weight and features 
of the samples to be tested. 
The centrifugal testing device is 
resistant to the centrifugal force 

that acts on the tested sample, 
and ensures the safety of the 
test with a structure that is 
resistant to impact (in the event of 
part of the sample coming loose 
during testing). The system is 
manufactured to absorb vibrations 
and sudden movements, and 
features both mechanical and 
electronic measures. u

CAD drawing of GÖKSER’s Centrifugal Testing Device and the device on the production line.
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Torsion bar is one of the most crucial parts belonging 
to the running gear of military tracked vehicles. It is 
basically a spring which works under torsional load. 

Menatek have been working on torsion bars since 2010 and 
the efforts of the Menatek team had turned into proficiency 
on manufacturing torsion bars. Menatek, now, can design 
and manufacture torsion bars for different platforms such as 
AAVs, IFVs, MBTs according to vehicle specifications. 
Menatek made vital investments to make higher quality 
torsion bars. These investments include processes such 
as robotic shot peening and induction heat treatment and 
equipment such as a cycle test bench. Thanks to these 
new capabilities, Menatek is capable of manufacturing up 
to 10,000 torsion bars a year and increasing this number 
each year by optimizing the processes. The company can 
manufacture torsion bars with a body diameter of up to 80 
mm and a length of 1.500 to 2.800 mm.
Menatek is producing torsion bars for different vehicles 
of different classes, including main battle tanks (MBTs), 
infantry fighting vehicles (IFVs), armoured personnel 
carriers (APCs), amphibious assault vehicles (AAVs) and self-
propelled guns (SPGs). Among these well-known vehicles 
are M48, M60, M1 Abrams, Leopard 1 and Leopard 2 MBTs, 
M88 Recovery Vehicles, M2 Bradley IFVs, M109 SPGs, M113 
APCs and more.
Speaking of the vision and competencies of Menatek, Naz 
Ünal, Marketing and Business Development Director of the 
company says: “The high-technology mechanical parts are 
the specialty of Menatek. With our 25 years of combined 
production experience and rigorous R&D, we perfected the 
design and production procedures of torsion bars. What we 
prioritize is reliability. Torsion bar is a very critical part and a 
premature failure will certainly turn a fighting vehicle into a 
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Menatek, 
Designing, 
Producing 
and Testing 
Tailor Made 
Torsion Bars
Menatek Defense Technologies 
(Menatek) is a supplier of key 
subsystems for armoured vehicles 
worldwide. Having already established 
itself as a producer of torsion bars 
for tracked vehicles, the company can 
also design and test these products 
from scratch, thanks to extensive 
investments in infrastructure and 
human resources.

M2 Bradley Infantry Fighting Vehicles (IFVs) are among the vehicles for which 
Menatek produces torsion bars.
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lucrative target. Regarding this fact, we prefer to personally 
handle every test under our roof so we can provide detailed 
information for our customers. 
We will continue to make investments on the innovation in 
engineering more and more. We have a well-disciplined and 
progressive team and promise to make unexpected progress 
in the defence sector.”

Torsion Bars: Indispensable Components of 
Tracked Armoured Vehicles
Different tracked armoured vehicles around the world 
make use of a variety of different suspension systems, the 
most common and prevalent among which are torsion bar 
suspension systems. Tracked armoured vehicles using this 
system transfer all their weight through torsion bars onto 
the road arms, which then transfer the weight onto the road 
wheels and, finally, onto the tracks.
This system’s popularity stems from the various advantages 
its holds over its rivals, which can be listed briefly as its 
reduced need for maintenance; its simple architecture, 
resulting from less moving parts; and its taking up less 
space in the vehicle.
In simple terms, torsion bars can be described as flexible 
rods that, upon being subject to sufficient stress, twist 
spirally along their longest axis, and reassume their original 
form once the applied stress has been removed. A vehicle 
moving over rough terrain transfers the impact on its tracks 
and road wheels to the torsion bars via its road arms, which 
is why torsion bars have to be flexible enough to absorb 
repeated shocks, over and over again, without deformation.
Thus, torsion bars are made to work constantly under 
dynamic shear therefore rendering most known steels 
useless. This situation makes material selection & validation 
in itself the first major challenge.
Then comes the production of a torsion bar which requires 
utilization of multi-disciplinary knowledge & expertise. 
A bar may go through more than ten operations including 
multiple heat treatments, forging, machining and surface 
treatments. One thing that cannot be sacrificed throughout 
this process is precision. To avoid passing on defects 
from one operation to another, it is imperative to be highly 
competent in every step. u

The running gear and suspension assembly of tracked military vehicles that operate with 
torsion bars. Torsion bars are pairs of rods that lie between the two track assemblies.

Torsion bar
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As a solution partner with 
leading defence companies, 
the company installs, integrates 

and commissions strategic and 
tactical communications, monitoring 
and interception systems. In addition, 
it provides annual maintenance 
solutions for communications and 
interception systems according to 
the needs of its customers. With its 
dedicated project management team 
and experienced engineers, Profen 
Defence Technologies provides 
complete services for challenging 
projects.
The in-house R&D department, 
architectural design, software 
development house and mechanical 
design office providing specific design 
and solutions based on customer 
needs are part of its 
unique capabilities.
For homeland security; Profen 
Defence Technologies provides 

flyaway and vehicle mounted satellite 
terminals and associated network 
services with the capability in satellite 
based Supervisory Control and Data 
Acquisition (SCADA) services for 
monitoring critical infrastructure, 
shipborne and air-borne SOTM 
terminals, telemetry, tracing systems 
for radar and remote sensing satellite 
systems and RF surveillance systems.
In addition to defence projects, Profen 
Defence Technologies Ankara office 
acts as the government liaison office 
for all Profen Group companies with 
its strong connections at relevant 
government institutions. Having 
Facility Security Clearance, the 
Ankara office boasts full national 
and NATO secure premises with 
its staff holding personal security 
clearances. This allows it to take part 
in government, defence and security 
projects that requires National and 
NATO Secret clearance.

Mission and Areas 
of Business
In today’s challenging environment, 
where natural disasters, state-on-
state conflict, terrorism, transnational 
crime and unconventional warfare are 
growing concerns for nations 
world-wide, security plays a 
critical role in every day society. 
Given the importance of this, our 
Mission is to be the partner of choice 
for global Defence, Security and Civil 
organisations to create advanced 
electronic systems for a more 
secure society. 
We help to combat evolving and 
emerging threats through the design 
and delivery of affordable, innovative 
technologies. 
Our areas of business include 
land forces, maritime, 
government, security, counter 
terrorism, and critical national 
infrastructure. 

ISR and Tailor-Made 
Communications Solutions from 
Profen Defence Technologies
Established in 2012, Profen Defence Technologies provides solutions for 
Intelligence, Surveillance, Reconnaissance (ISR) and tailor-made communication 
solutions to military and government organizations worldwide.
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Established in 2012, Profen Defence Technologies provides solutions 
for Intelligence, Surveillance, Reconnaissance (ISR) and tailor-made 

communication solutions to military and government 
organizations worldwide.
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Profen Defence Technologies’ 
Solutions
n Strategic & Tactical Satellite 

Communications and Monitoring 
Solutions

n Tailor-Made Strategic & Tactical 
Communications Systems

n Surveillance, Reconnaissance 
Solutions and Cyber Security

n Special System Design

Strategic & Tactical Satellite 
Communications and 
Monitoring Systems
Strategic satellite communication 
systems enable governments and 
security agencies to use satellite 
communications networks for critical 
mission systems. These solutions 
include data mining and tracking 
software, enabling the comprehensive 

analysis and reporting of activities to 
counter threats as they arise.
Strategic satellite communication 
systems offer coverage on a regional 
or national scale with flexible, fully 
upgradeable systems that can 
maximize the communication and 
monitoring capability.

Tailor-Made Strategic and 
Tactical Communications 
Solutions
Profen designs and builds tactical and 
strategic satellite communications 
systems for local, regional and 
global customers to provide business 
continuity in mission critical 
applications. These solutions include  
communication technologies such 
as LTE, microwave, Wi-Fi, satellite, 
optical, copper in various formats 

such as manpack, vehicle mounted 
terminals, SOTMs, shelters, airborne 
and deployable systems. All-in-one 
complex solutions can be controlled 
by Profen’s own M&C system called 
YIGIT.
With scalable production, in-house 
design and a modular, flexible 
approach, Profen provides COTS 
systems right through to custom 
designed communications systems in a 
secure and controlled environment.

X-Y Pedestal Antenna
n Ideal for use with LEO and 
 MEO satellites
n Earth Observation and Imaging 
n Remote Sensing
n Communication and TT&C
n Design from L-Band to Ka-Band
n Dish sizes from 2.0 m to 7.5 m
n Carbon fibre reflectors
n Optional FSS sub-reflector
n Backlash free Cycloid reducers
n Overhead keyhole free full motion

Manpack Terminal
n Lightweight and portable antenna
n Ideal for dismounted soldier or 
 first responder 
n Uninterrupted communication 

in highly rural areas and harsh 
environments

n Exceptional RF performance
n Operational and logistic advantages 

over its competition
n Compact design and intelligent 

packaging 
n One-man setup and operation
n Optional hard transit case
n Meets standard CAA baggage size 

for carry-on baggage

Profen’s strategic satellite communication systems enable government and security agencies to use 
satellite communications networks for critical mission systems.

Profen’s X-Y Pedestal Antenna is ideal for use with LEO and MEO satellites.
Profen’s lightweight and portable Manpack Terminal 
is Ideal for dismounted soldiers or first responders.
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Vehicle Mounted Terminal (SOTM) 
n Lightweight and portable 

antenna
n High-throughput 

communication system 
 on-the-move 
n Reliable and easy connectivity 

for any vehicle, vessel or fixed 
platform

n Robust architecture suitable 
for land-mobile and maritime 
environments

n Easy installation and 
commissioning

n Solid state electronically-
steered antenna

n Fast tracking, on-the-move 
connectivity

Flyaway Terminal
n Lightweight and compact 

antenna
n Specially developed for IP data 

communications 
n  Video-audio delivery
n Ideal for SNG, GSM Backhaul, 

CCTV, Disaster Management, 
Oil & Gas Exploration, Military & 
Backup Communications

n Fully motorized offset antenna
n Aerodynamic cowling for better 

vehicle driving performance
n Easy integration on standard 

vehicle load bars
n Easy operation with standard 
 Ka-Band modems

Surveillance, 
Reconnaissance 
Solutions and Cyber 
Security
Intelligence and communication 
is key to being able to make 
decisions when and where 
necessary in order to meet today’s 
security challenges. The ability to 
analyse data, determine enemy 
intent and provide information 
enables government and security 

agencies to make decisions, deploy 
assets and counter potential 
threats. In this respect, utilisation 
of integrated capabilities for 
both covert and overt operations, 
including surveillance, anti-
terrorist over-watch, public event 
security, key asset protection, 
urban surveillance and cyber 
security is vital in reducing the 
number, scale and impact of 
attacks.

RF Surveillance
RF surveillance provides solutions 
for Spectrum and Licensing 
Regulators to survey and monitor 
the RF and satellite frequency 
spectrums.
n Spectrum monitoring
n Continuous surveillance
n  Network coverage data
n Geo-location and electronic 

mapping of threat emitters
n Solves interference, crosstalk 

and illegal broadcasting
n Monitoring of critical 

communications
n Signals reconnaissance

Eagle Eye Social Media 
Analysis System
Profen’s Eagle Eye Social Media 
Monitoring, is designed to listen to 
what is being said across the internet 
via media monitoring by continuously 
crawling sites, indexing and archiving 
them. Monitoring the media enables 
companies and governments to index 
sites and search target mentions, 
opinions, sentiment on specific 
issues, people and places. 
n Social media monitoring to track 

conversations around desired 
company brands 

n Social media listening and 
 content research
n Account profile analysis 

showing ID, other accounts, 
subject type and social rank

n  Profile history, pictures, 
interactions, follower ratio 

 and shares
n  Profile identification 
n Word tracking with instant 
 word alarm notification by 
 advanced filtering
n Location base analysis
n Hashtag analysis
n Optional trend-topic analysis 

based on location 
n Profile history
n OCR text search in picture
n Alarm definition
n Correlation between 
 Twitter, Instagram and 

Facebook profiles
n Picture analysis by using 
 hashtag data

Special System 
Design and Development
Profen provides special 
system design comprising of 
component and system design, 
manufacturing, testing and 
service deployment for all-in
-one communication needs 
in the field. During these 
processes, all details of each 
project are evaluated rigorously 
and planned accordingly. 
Manufacturing of the 
individual parts, vehicle 
modification, 
coach building and system 
assembly is done by Profen’s 
experienced technical staff.
n Special system design 
 and development
n Vehicle design and coach 

building
n Command & control 
 vehicle/ unit design 
 and development 

Profen’s Vehicle Mounted Terminal (SOTM) provides 
high-throughput communications on-the-move.

Profen’s Eagle Eye Social Media Analysis System monitors 
the media to index sites and search target subjects.

SITE VISITES

ACTIVITY

NEW USERS NORMAL USERS

1 JUN 2 JUN 3 JUN 4 JUN 5 JUN 6 JUN 7 JUN 8 JUN

1 M

2 M

3 M

4 M

ORGANIC PAY

ANOTHER DETAILS

NEW USERS NORMAL USERS TRAFFIC NEW USERS NORMAL USERS

Profen provides special system design 
for all-in-one communication needs at field.
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Customised to 
meet your sizes and 
performance levels

Louvar ZX5, 5th gen, Intel i3, 
removable disc, fibre.

 » Supports Windows 7 and Windows 10 operating systems.

 » Tested to Defence Standard Approvals for shock, vibration, 
EMC and Tempest

 » High performance using Intel processors.

 » Ruggedised design for a harsh environment and a long life.

 » Optimised models for Red and black network 
configurations

Louvar ZX4, mini PC, thin client, fibre 
and copper, super small 15cm wide.

 » No variance in components for 5 to 7 years*

 » Integration with other connection IT systems.

 » Wide temperature range.

Louvar Gen 8, Intel i7 fast processor, 
RAID, dual fibre.

 » Full design service from our engieers.

 » Prototypes bulit for customer testing.

 » High quality manufacturing in the UK.

Personal
Computers for 
naval Ships

At Primary Networks understand the complexities of building PC’s to go on 

board Naval warships and submarines. Our expertise over many years has 

led to us being appointed sole supplier for Naval fleets in many countries. 

Our computers delivers a reliable cost effective solution with a long life.

+ 44 20 7419 5070 sales@primarynetworks.co.uk
DSEI. ExCel London, September 10th to 13th ,Stand S3-530 in the UK Pavillion

*approximate
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Services
Profen has a high degree of 
technical expertise in design, 
development, system integration 
and provision of satellite 
communication systems, ground 
stations and networks. Detailed 
technical proposals are prepared 
before the project award, which 
includes extensive system design, 
analysis, link budgets and reliability 
considerations to ensure Profen 
delivers complex network solutions 
that are reliable and cost effective.
For legacy systems, Profen 

provides retrofit upgrades, 
refurbishment, relocation & 
realignment, repair & replacement 
services. With a team of highly 
experienced and industry trained 
personnel, Profen can deliver 
projects of any size and budget. 
Profen’s senior staff exhibit 
excellent project management 
and communication skills for 
challenging environments 
where security, cultural, ethnic 
and environmental factors are 
determining factors. Profen 
offers a full line of maintenance 

services contracts, including 
preventive maintenance, 
remedial maintenance and full 
service maintenance contracts 
for customers’ continuous 
support requirements. These 
services, given by experienced 
field technicians and engineers, 
provide continuous operation of the 
systems with minimum downtime 
and repair costs.
Profen also provides training on 
O&M courses, troubleshooting 
and preventative maintenance, 
antenna RF theory, controller 
commissioning and 
troubleshooting, antenna 
electrical/mechanical parameter 
verification and training tailored to 
specific antennas and/or customer 
needs.

Support
Profen is fully experienced in 
providing its customers and 
suppliers both in Turkey and 
abroad, a timely response to 
questions regarding its products, 
solutions and services. Profen’s 
Customer Support Centre Help 
Desk provides 24/7 on-call 
or e-mail support with its 
experienced technicians and 
engineers. 
Using a fault ticketing system 
and escalation processes, any 
problem that requires technical 
assistance is managed by the on-
duty technicians and engineers. u

Profen is fully experienced in providing its customers and suppliers both in Turkey and abroad, a timely response 
to questions regarding its products, solutions and services.
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Repkon’s innovation, patented under the name of “Free 
Flowforming,” enables the manufacture of parts that 
previously could not be made using orthodox technologies. 

In comparison with conventional technologies, Free Flowforming 
provides significant increases in forming speed and allows the 
production of parts with enhanced accuracy for both thin- or 
thick-walled components. This development is important for 
global industries and provides a benchmark for manufacturing 
new parts.
Repkon also offers indigenous solutions for calibrated small-
medium barrel production with his patented Free Flowforming 

Technology. This year Repkon successfully produced the rifle 
barrel of a 40mm calibrated grenade launcher and this barrel and 
the launcher has been delivered to the end-user.
Another core competency of Repkon is rotary cold forging. For the 
last couple of years, Repkon’s rotary cold-forging machines have 
produced tubes with profiled inner sections, manufactured in a 
single-pass operation for small-calibre rifle, automatic machine 
gun, and handgun barrels of 5.56, 7.62, 9 and 12.7mm calibres.
Repkon is now focusing on producing 105mm and 155mm 
Artillery Shells and Cartridge Cases, flowformed short-, medium- 
and long-range rocket bodies, in particular those with a diameter 

High-Precision Manufacturing 
Alternatives from Repkon
Built upon over four decades of metal-forming experience, Repkon offers 
high-precision manufacturing alternatives through advanced in-house capabilities 
in strategic technologies, such as flowforming, cold swaging, shear forming, hot 
spinning, forging and ex-proof presses, not only for defence and aerospace, but also 
for the civil sector, including liquefied petroleum gas or compressed natural gas 
production, the automotive industry, oil and gas, and petrochemicals and mining.
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Repkon is now focusing on producing
Artillery Shells and Cartridge Cases.

300mm Rocket Motor Case 
(final product on the left and preform on the right)

Hot spinning for MK series drag bombs
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of 70, 122, 300 and 610 mm; and drag bombs (MK Series) with 
Hot Spinning technology set to be on display at various 
international shows.
Repkon strongly stands out in the sector with its critical 
flowforming, cold forging technology and hot spinning. u

Shear forming for anti-tank cones
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A Covert Weapon for Covert Operations: 
TP9 SUB ELITE
SYS developed the CANİK TP9 SUB ELITE considering the 
needs of current TP9 SFx users for a smaller yet effective 
handgun for other types of missions. The handgun has 
a more compact design, but with no compromise to 
performance, and is a service handgun that has been 
optimized for special missions. SYS will be marketing this 
gun in the United States as the TP9 ELITE SC.
As the smallest member of the TP9 family, and with a total 
length of 170.5 mm, SUB ELITE can be easily carried in the 
pocket of a jacket. The handgun has many of the functions 
expected of a standard-sized weapon, but with a compact 
structure and a double row 12-round magazine. SYS will 
also be offering its customers a wide range of accessory 
options as well as 15-round and 17-round magazines.

A Single Gun in Two Different Sizes
All of the critical components of both the SFx and SUB ELITE 
models of the TP9, such as the control mechanisms, are 
identical. Personnel equipped with SUB ELITE will actually 
be carrying a single handgun whose size can be increased or 
reduced, removing the need to carry two different handguns 
for two different types of missions. Personnel can carry 
the SFx model during normal missions, and the SUB ELITE 
model when performing duties requiring civilian attire, such 
as bodyguard duties. A user who has received training in 

SYS 
Showcases 
Field-Proven 
Service 
Handguns at 
DSEI 2019

Having achieved great success with its CANİK brand of handguns, which can 
today be found in the inventories of many countries around the world, Samsun 
Yurt Savunma (SYS) is participating at DSEI 2019 with its service handguns 
that have proven themselves in the field. The sub compact handgun TP9 SUB 
ELITE, designed for special missions, and the TP9 SFT, developed in line with 
the needs of operational units, will be introduced to European users for the first 
time at DSEI 2019. Among the CANİK handgun-compatible solutions that will 
be showcased by SYS at the event is the Simunition solution, known as the most 
realistic training system in the world, and its ammunition, the FX.

C. Utku Aral, General Manager 
of Samsun Yurt Savunma

Table 1. Technical Specifications of 
CANİK TP9 SUB ELITE

Length 170.5 mm

Height 117 mm

Width 37 mm

Sight Radius 149 mm

Barrel Length 91.5 mm

Weight with Empty 
Magazine 702.5 g

Calibre 9x19 mm

Operating System Semi-automatic

Magazine Capacity 12 cartridges

Firing System Striker

Safety System Striker Safety, Trigger Safety

Cartridge Loaded 
Indicator Available

Striker Set Indicator Available

Trigger Reset Distance 4 mm

Trigger Grip Distance 72 mm
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the SFx model will be able to use SUB ELITE model with the 
same level of ease, without the need for additional training.
SYS had to overcome many design-related challenges while 
developing the SUB ELITE version of TP9, as explained by 
Utku Aral, General Manager of SYS: “We had to reduce the 
size of this handgun without compromising on ergonomics. 
We had to offer our users a handgun that could be properly 
gripped and controlled, but that was large enough not 
to disappear into the palm, but also small enough to be 
carried in a jacket pocket. Meanwhile, the handgun’s 
accuracy should not decrease when its barrel is shortened, 
and its dispersion values should remain the same. In the 
end we came up with a handgun that is small but which 
demonstrated optimum dispersion during shooting.”

TP9 SF Version with Silencer: SFT METE
SYS has developed the TP9 SFT specifically for special 
operation forces. The SFT METE model, which can be used 
with a mounted silencer, was put through its paces by 
Turkish Special Forces Command for one month, and was 
found to perform satisfactorily by the users.
The TP9 SFT METE has a size between that of a TP9 METE 
and a TP9 SFx handgun. The aim of this design was to 
develop a single-size weapon that could satisfy varying 
mission requirements in different conflict settings. Thanks 
to the metric threads (M13 x 1 LH) on the barrel of SFT 
METE, it is possible to attach a suppressor. The handgun is 
provided with a muzzle protection cap so that those threads 
permitting different types of suppressors to be attached 
on the handgun are protected against external factors. The 
Warren branded suppressor height fibre-optic sights that is 
standard on the handgun, allows the shooter to retain full 
vision of the target when a suppressor is mounted.

Most Realistic Training System 
in the World: Simunition
The Simunition training system, which was introduced by 
SYS in collaboration with General Dynamics - Ordnance 
and Tactical Systems Canada (GD-OTS), stands out as the 
most realistic firearm training system in the world. FX 
ammunition is manufactured specifically for use with this 
training system. SYS has erected a special firing cabin on its 
stand at DSEI 2019 where users can try out the Simunition 
system first hand.
Developed by GD-OTS, a global leader in this field, 
Simunition is a training system that has been designed 

Table 2. Technical Specifications of the CANİK 
TP9 SF and TP9 SFT METE

Handgun TP9 SF TP9 SFT METE

Calibre 9x19 mm 9x19 mm

Operating System
Semi-automatic, 
single motion 
trigger

Semi-automatic, 
single motion 
trigger

Firing System Striker Striker

Length 192 mm 192 mm

Height 145 mm 146.5 mm

Width 33 mm 37 mm

Sight Radius 174 mm 174 mm

Barrel Length 113.5 mm 113.5 mm

Muzzle velocity 335–375 m/sec 335–375 m/sec

Weight With Magazine 820 gr 808.5 gr

Trigger Reset Distance 4 mm 4 mm

Trigger Grip Distance 72 mm 72 mm

Safety Systems Striker Safety, 
Trigger Safety

Striker Safety, 
Trigger Safety

Magazine Capacity 18–20 18–20

Foresight-backsight

Dovetail joint 
backsight 
integrated 
with slide

Dovetail joint 
backsight 
integrated 
with slide

Barrel 6 spiral grooves, 
clockwise

6 spiral grooves, 
clockwise

Effective Range: 70 m ±%10 70 m ±%10

Suitability for 
holographic sight No Yes

Ambidextrous Use Yes Yes

Replaceable Grip Available Available

Compatibility with 
Magwell No Yes

CANİK TP9 SUB ELITE 
consists of a Picatinny 
rail compatible with 
MIL-STD-1913, a dual slide stop, a 
double-sided magazine catch, a 
foresight-backsight available for use with an 
optical sight, serrated front slide, and loaded 
chamber indicator. The handgun has magazine 
options with 12+3 and 12+5 cartridges.

CANİK TP9 SFT METE draws attention with a 
Picatinny rail that is compatible with MIL-
STD-1913, a serrated front slide, a dual slide 
stop, a grip that can mount a magwell, 
a suppressor ready, and a foresight-backsight 
available for use with an optical sight.
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for short-range training for armed forces and law 
enforcement personnel, and offers the most realistic non-
lethal experience. The Simunition system maximizes the 
perception of reality during training with its patent-protected 
FX marking ammunition, while the non-toxic paint content 

CANİK TP9 Elite Combat was selected as the Handgun of the Year 2019 at 
the Annual Firearms Industry Team Challenge and Firearms Industry Choice 
Awards event, organized by Rockcastle Shooting Center in the 
United States.

Table 3. Technical Specifications of the 
FX Marking Ammunition

9 x 19 mm FX .38/.357 cal. FX

Projectile mass 0.5 gram 0.65 gram

Projectile material Plastic Plastic

Cartridge Case Copper alloy Copper alloy

Sabot Plastic Not applicable

Marking compound

Non-toxic, 
detergent-
based, water-
soluble

Non-toxic, 
detergent-
based, water-
soluble

Marking colour
Red, blue, 
yellow, green, 
orange and white 

Red and blue

Primer
Small pistol 
primer or 
TOXFREE prime

Small pistol 
primer

Propellant
Single or double-
base smokeless 
powder

none

Weapons in which it is 
used

Handguns, 
submachine guns 
and rifle kits

Shotguns and 
revolver kits 

Average Muzzle Speed 
* (at 70°F) 110–150 m/sec 90–130

Accuracy (indoor 
range, at 70°F) 9 cm at 7.6 m 9 cm at 7.6 m

Safety distance 160 m 160 m

Capability to pierce 
target n/a n/a

Muzzle Exit Energy 
(at 3.5 m) 3.0–5.6 joule 2.6–5.5 joule
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of the ammunition permits the fully safe performance of 
training with a muzzle speed of 110-150 m/sec. Indispensable 
for professionals whose lives depend on best possible training 
with these properties, Simunition has become the most popular 
training system among soldiers and police officers across the 
globe over the past 15 years.

Simunition Kits Specific to CANİK TP9
Licensed Simunition kits that are capable of firing FX 
ammunition are being manufactured for the CANİK TP9-series 
of handguns through a cooperation agreement between SYS 
and GD-OTS. CANİK has thus joined the ranks of the few 
brands that offer realistic training simulation through licensed 
Simunition kits.
Designed specifically for each weapon, these kits make it 

impossible to load live ammunition into the handgun, ensuring 
a safe training environment, and allow the handgun’s semi-
automatic mechanism to function with FX ammunition’s lower 
pressure. Simunition kits usually include a slide, a different 
barrel and a recoil spring, and can be easily mounted on the 
handgun and removed by the user.
Speaking about the cooperation between SYS and GD-OTS, Aral 
said: “Before beginning the design process of these kits for any 
light weapon, GD-OTS first decides whether such an investment 
would be rational, taking into account the arms manufacturer’s 
position in the market and its annual production. I do not think 
they hesitated to make an investment decision when they saw 
our production figures in the OYTG Project, as well as the 
success of our projects completed in export markets such as 
Europe, Asia and Africa, and our potential in those markets.”

2019 Target is to Manufacture 
250,000 Handguns
Manufacturing 180,000 handguns last year, SYS has increased 
its 2018 turnover by 80 percent in terms of US dollars. In 
2019, SYS aims to manufacture 250,000 handguns 75 percent 
of which will be for overseas markets. SYS handguns have 
already entered the inventories of many agencies in Europe and 
Southeastern Asia. Having raised its profile with the awards 
it has received in the United States, SYS will soon launch the 
CANİK USA brand, and will establish a regional office in the 
United States to manage its activities in the North and South 
American market.
Aral summarized CANİK’s global position as follows: “We 
positioned our brand in the same segment as such Western 
manufacturers as Glock and SIG in 2018. CANİK handguns have 
a price close to the products of those companies, but we are 
offering a more cost-effective solution as our handguns come 
with many accessories.” u
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The CANİK TEAM, which is a part of the CANİK Academy, offers training to 
interested users by means of the Simunition kit.
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Electromechanical
Systems

www.andar.com.tr

We design and produce servo actuators for various 

UAV platforms. Able to be integrated on different 

types of platforms, our products accumulated more 

than 250.000 flight hours on board 3 different 

UAVs, all of which were spent during actual 

operations under varying geographical conditions.

Target: 1 Million 
Flight Hours

Marked places indicate the position of parts 
designed and produced by ANDAR.
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